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Foreword
As I’m writing this, I’m envisioning myself reading this
out loud at the Academy Awards (I’m wearing Audrey Hepburn’s Givenchy-designed ball gown from Sabrina if that helps
you picture it). I’m standing before an enormous crowd of my
peers, thinking that I need to be as brief as possible, even though
I know I might never get a chance to say anything like this again
(or wear Audrey’s dress again, for that matter). I have a ton of
people to thank and not much time to do it. So, here goes:
•Thank you to all of the contributors in this issue. Thank you for
not hunting us down when you didn’t like our revision suggestions, for doing almost everything we wanted, and, most of all,
for simply submitting your work.
•Thank you to Kate Russell, editor of the Fall 2006 Sandy,
for planting the idea to reinstate the Sandy River Review Editors’ Choice Award. Thank you to Patrick Bagley, editor of the
Fall 1994 Sandy, for explaining to me what the Editors’ Choice
Award was at its creation. Thank you to the Writers’ Guild and
the Humanities Department for funding the award. And thank
you to our first winners, Tim Berry for his piece, “Intoxication is
Two Peonies,” in the Spring 2007 issue, and Erika Hoddinott for
her piece, “Bats Fly In,” in this issue.
•Thank you to Bianca Garber, editor of the Spring 2007 issue
of the Sandy, for trying to teach me to understand poetry; that
must have felt like beating your head against a brick wall. Now
whenever I have a problem, I ask myself, “What would Bianca
do?” and then I turn up the 80s music and get back to work. You
set the bar high for me. Thanks.
•Thank you to the staff at Alice James Books for allowing me to
make Chuck Norris jokes, rant about my work-study woes, and
organize the back rooms. I’m eternally grateful for our spinachnugget-and-poop-truck lunches and our InDesign help sessions.
I will photocopy anything for any of you at any time.

•Thank you to my assistant editor, Andrea Bechen, for picking up where Bianca left off with the whole teaching-Mary-toappreciate-poetry thing, for not being afraid to say when you
thought I was douchey, and for having superior Photoshop skills.
Best of luck next semester.
•Thank you to the faculty and staff here at UMF, to everyone
who has encouraged the contributors in this issue. I personally
owe gratitude to Pat O’Donnell for understanding my sense of
humor, and Lacy Simons and April Ossmann at Alice James
Books for making the Sandy possible. Special thanks to Paul
Outka: your passion for everything you teach made me want to
learn (and it may have inspired Erika’s “Bats Fly In” piece). You
are amazing.
Before I take my final bow, I leave you with a few things
no editor has ever used before, the first of which are contributors’
notes with PHOTOS! Now you can see what our fabulous writers
and artists look like! This is Step One to making the Sandy more
approachable for those outside UMF’s creative writing community.
My final gift is a game of sorts. Since I’ve read all of these
pieces many times, I have written down some images that stood
out to me. Your instructions are as follows: read the Sandy. Read
it again. Look at the images listed, and match them to the correct pieces. Read the Sandy again for inspiration, and then start
writing; the Spring 2008 deadline is fast approaching!
Mary Ellms
Editor

1.) a ballet slipper
Labor by Jacques Rancourt
2.) daffodils		
Universe by Cyndi Woodworth
3.) a drawing pad The Color Pink by Hellen Bourque
4.) an Emergency Room The Legend of Tengonia by Maxwell
			
DeMilner
5.) filing cabinets
Bats Fly In by Erika Hoddinott
6.) a fish bowl		
Ten Memories of Fingernails by Joshua
			
Boucher
7.) food stamps		
Come Together by Katie Baum
8.) fruit preserves Late-Night During a Snow Storm While
			
Driving Back From Grandpa’s Birthday
			
Party, I Think of My Grandmother’s
			
Shoulders by Tim Berry
9.) a guitar		
You’re a Star in the Face of the Sky by
			
Bernadette James
10.) a hospital bracelet
Youth from Roots by Elizabeth Montville
11.) an iguana		
High “e” by Kyle Baker
12.) pigeons		
Longboarding in Farmington by Caleb
			
Collins
13.) pina coladas The Butterfly by William Gray
14.) potting soil		
Buoyancy by Aaron Flye
15.) a pulp truck		
Saint Monica by Jacques Rancourt
16.) toilet water		
El Museo de las Momias by Danielle
			
LeBlanc
17.) a waterslide		
From Margin to Center: The Story of Two
			
Siblings by Chelsea Goulart
18.) WCYY		
Sections from Burnt by Kyle Baker
19.) a yellow finch
Portland by Katie Baum

A writer can’t control the reception of
one’s work or the perception of its author
- as much as one would like to. You just
have to put on your helmet and boots
and get out your pen. At some point,
to some extent, what is both right and
wrong with your work is what’s right and
wrong with you. What is in it is what’s
in you - and that’s if it’s going well.
— Lorrie Moore

Labor
Jacques Rancourt
“To maximize the utilization of infrequent rainfall,
[desert] tortoises dig catchment basins in the soil,
remember where these are, and may be found waiting
by them when rain appears imminent.”
						Desert USA
At night, when charcoal clouds flash
static and torrents crush clay into
mortar, a mosaic iguana hides from
the midnight monsoon under eaves
of Sonoran rock. It watches the desert
tortoise backpack into the open, away
from spread fans of emerald lace and
blond-haired cacti, as he leaves behind
a wake of mud. Pellets of rain skim down
the arc of his sculptured scutes and play
native percussions against his upside-down
bowl. While the iguana quiets to sleep,
the tortoise digs stump-clubs into the splatter
and gathers it into his grandfather gullet,
wet sand sieving through bronze claws—
his well fills with caramel water.
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Universe
Cyndi Woodworth
Katie, Betsey, and I roam out of the labyrinth of Venetian streets and into Piazza San Marco. It’s our first day in Italy;
we’re going on thirty-six hours of sleeplessness, but we don’t feel
tired. The beauty of this epic sesiteri sends electricity through my
skin. Immediately my mind travels back to the days before I left
to a day when my sister showed me pictures of Piazza San Marco
from her trip to Italy.
I remember my sister’s smell, a mixture of patchouli and
sweat, as she leafed through her worn pictures from her trip five
years before. A black and white photo of this very square in the
early winter felt smooth under my fingers. Pigeons danced on the
cold cement and an old couple walked hand in hand to a small
café. My sister could have been standing in the exact place I am.
The view is almost the same as my sister’s photo: the lighting, the
shadows. The only difference is the herd of tourists meandering
in front of me.
To my left, Basilica di San Marco stands golden, shimmering in the summer sun. The small mosaic half domes on the front
depict pictures from Jesus’s last days. The flashes from cameras
illuminate comforting faces: John, Simon, Peter, Andrew. To
my right, sunlight reflects off the teal waves like mica on sand as
I cast my eyes out towards the sea. Close to the cement shore, a
gondolier paddles his boat to pick up a young couple.
Farther out, beyond Saint Mark’s bell tower, lays the
small island of San Giorgio Maggiore with its identical bell tower
and creampuff-topped church. My eyes shift farther right and rest
on the crowded mass of tourists. I can’t tell who is a native Venetian yet, but I don’t think any of these people were born here.
At their feet, thousand of pigeons peck and scavenge for drops of
food. There are more pigeons in Saint Mark’s Square than there
are tourists, and languages from every part of the earth are drifting through my ears, a cacophony of accents I can’t even begin
to place.
Betsey stops in her tracks. I’m not sure whether it’s her
fear of birds or the disarming beauty of the tall arches on the first
floor of the Doge’s Palace that stop her. Her blue eyes survey the
Piazza, trying to take it all in. Katie becomes kinetic, turning
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at all angles with her camera aimed at everything. I’m trying to
remember how we got here - keep walking straight until you hit
Via Sofia, then take a left and cross the bridge, and go past the
McDonald’s - and at the same time trying to take in both what I
see and my friends’ reactions.
On day two, I call home. My father fills me in about all
things Maine over staticky phone lines. Him, straining to hold
on to his youngest daughter’s voice for a few more minutes; me,
straining to avoid the eyes of a greasy local in a phone bar in Venice
as I sit up against the plexiglass in the booth. A thin, tickly stem
of sweat crawls from the middle of my shoulder blades to my spine
under my white linen tank top.
“…well, it’s raining cats and dogs here, Cyndi.”
“It’s beautiful here.” I yell into the phone receiver,
thinking that maybe a louder voice would make the distance less
palpable to both him and me.
“Maine is missing you.”
I breathe in. This is my first time in a foreign country, and
my first time traveling without my father. The greasy man smiles,
an international sign for “talk to me.”
“I’ll be home in 12 days.” My voice begins to shake. “I
have to go. We’re going to the Piazza.”
“Take care, kiddo.”
“Thanks, Dad. Love you.”
The small courtyard that houses Juliet Capulet’s balcony
is so overcrowded that I feel claustrophobic and have to get out,
leaving Katie behind to get the cliché pictures. Betsey is staying
in Venice for the day, eager to catch up on sleep as the sun falls
through her window. Standing on the street waiting for Katie,
alone for the first time in five days, I begin to feel my first pangs of
homesickness. It becomes very clear to me that it is one thing to
be in a foreign country with some friends, exploring and learning.
But alone, surrounded by people whose language you can’t understand, one begins to feel like a ghost, invisible and light enough
to drift away on a wind. I wonder if it’s still raining in Maine,
and what my dad is doing right now. It’s three in the afternoon
in Italy, so it’s nine in the morning back home. I begin to search
my pocketbook for some spare coins and begin to walk down the
via to see if I can find an international phone booth.
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Walking down the street, I realize what a weird place
Verona actually is. The famed balcony of Shakespeare’s Juliet
is off a murky alley that sprouts from a busy street in Verona.
Everyone in Verona is trying to get to a destination. They move
like arrows, with aim and precision. They ignore everything but
the step in front of them. All the women are beautiful—tall and
lean, perfect Italian bellas. The men seem to pay more attention to
themselves than anyone else. People walk by the balcony without
a second glance; it took us over an hour to find it using two maps.
I realize I’m getting to the point of not knowing how to get back,
and getting lost in this city is more terrifying now that I’m alone,
so I turn around and head back towards the courtyard entrance.
Across the street there is a Versace store in which I entertain
myself for a little while, until I realize that a single pair of jeans is
€ 800—about $1000 of my tourist pocket change.
In a city famed for such love, how could people be so
callous? The Veronese are like New Yorkers: cold in attitude,
quick in speed, and always wearing black. According to local
lore, Juliet never really existed. If this fact is true, then why do
so many foreigners pay homage to Juliet’s balcony? Why do the
locals ignore it with such ferocity?
Thirty minutes later, the courtyard clears out enough for
me to venture inside. The path leading into the courtyard is a
small tunnel and, on both sides, small pieces of paper are stuck to
the walls so that when the hot heavy wind blows, they rustle like
leaves. I walk closer to the walls and realize that each small piece
of paper is a declaration of love. Stephano adora Sophia. Paulo amo
Maria. Kurt is and always will be in love with Emma. Je t’aime. In every
language, in every way possible, the visitors of the star-crossed
lover’s balcony have resigned themselves to the faith of love.
Looking farther inside, I see the walls of the courtyard covered in
the small pieces of paper just like the ones on the entrance. I see
Katie take a pen and a piece of paper from her bag, write something, take her gum out of her mouth, and stick the paper to the
wall. She turns and smiles. Regardless of language, everyone who
visits this courtyard understands the omneity of love. It stretches
between continents, beyond galaxies, across universes. I smile,
and my homesickness drips away like honey from a jar.
Five years eariler, my sister lived in Florence and fell in
love with an Italian when she was there studying fashion design.
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His name was Giacomo and he had blue butterflies tattooed down
the inside of his left forearm. When she had to come back home,
he broke up with her. This is all I know about him. In Florence,
every time I see an Italian man, I try to get a glimpse of his right
forearm to see if he might be my sister’s lost love.
Florence speeds by like a tornado outside my window twists of sounds and winds whipping haphazardly through the open
shutters across the room and through my hair as I sit on my bed.
As I wake up from my early evening nap and crawl off my bed,
my feet become pin-prickly rocks on the floor-heavy and painful
from walking so much. I take a minute to adjust to the ground,
and then, along with Katie and Betsey, I set off for my first real
Italian date.
The sun is no longer overhead, and, as we walk down
towards the Duomo, I can feel the heat from the day resonating
from the tall cement building. I put my hand against the concrete
and feel the waves of warmth spread between my fingers - the history of the city leaking from its walls. Florence has been a center
of the arts for more than 500 years. Earlier we went inside the
Uffizi Gallery and saw DaVinci’s The Adoration of the Magi. Mary
stood happily in the middle of the canvas, smiling down upon
baby Jesus. Mary is my height, colored rich in golds and reds and
browns. This painting is older than my country.
We reach the Duomo and take a right down a side street
to a small café. Outside of the café, three men stand. Our dates.
One is Johnny, the English-speaking Albanian who hit on Betsey
in the café earlier by telling her she had beautiful blue eyes and asking if we wanted to ride in his “MerCHEDes Bienz.” Immediately
he comes to Betsey and kisses her. Katie and I are left standing
awkwardly with our dates. One is tall and handsome, with gorillalike arms, blonde hair, and a killer smile. The other is dark and
mysterious, with black Italian eyes. The gorilla Italian comes up
to me, reaches for my hand and presses it to his lips, whispering,
“Ciao, bella.”
We are in the Mercedes and driving very fast so I don’t
know where I am or where the hotel is. On foot, I use the top of
the Duomo to navigate my way around the city: it is the Polaris to
my expeditions. In the car, I can’t see the Duomo. Johnny says
he will take us to Sienna, but we end up at Piazzle Michelangelo, a
small mountain topped with a park across from the Arno River.
On top of Piazzle Michelangelo, there is a small park. Even
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in the twilight, the park’s expansiveness is a shock compared to
the cramped metropolis of the city across the Arno. Johnny has
taken Betsey off to see the replica of David inside the building.
Katie is off with her Italian, telling him she has a boyfriend (she
doesn’t) as he circles his finger over her head to make a halo,
repeating “You are an angel” between kisses.
My Italian doesn’t know any English. From what I can
tell, I think his name begins with an M, and he is about ten years
older than me. We walk around the park, and he motions for me
to look at the art that the gypsies try to sell. Lying there on the
sidewalk are beautiful posters: knock-offs of the Sistine Chapel, the
Mona Lisa, and The Cherubs. He says something in Italian, but
I can’t understand it. We walk more, and he buys me a chocolate gelato. We walk over to a stone wall near the church and sit
while I eat. I can barely make out the top of the Duomo, the large
church towering over the Florentine skyline, in the darkness, but
the rest of Florence is a cluster of orange and white stars in a sea
of blackness.
I can’t find Betsey and Katie, and my heart begins to race.
What if I never see them again? This date was a bad idea; we are
just three girls in a big foreign city. Anything could happen. What
will I do without them? My Italian tries to talk, pointing to the
stars, saying beautiful words that make the R’s roll off his tongue
like water over rocks. I smile and nod and say nonsense English
to try to confuse him, secretly hoping that I find Katie and Betsey
again soon. As I eat my gelato, my feet dangle above the ground,
and I feel like a child playing adult. I feel like this night is a dream,
and that this date is not happening.
For so long, I kept up with the idea of the cliché Italian
love story: woman moves to Italy, woman meets man, woman lives
happily ever after. But I don’t even know my Italian’s name, much
less understand anything he is saying. For a minute, I wonder why
he’s trying to speak. My Italian reaches his bear-paw hand up to
wipe some chocolate off my lip, and as he moves in for a kiss, I
back away, scared. He looks confused, frowns, and then goes
back to talking loudly and pointing to the stars.
Katie is red-faced and smiles as she walks towards me
with her Italian in tow. Together, we find Betsey walking ahead
of Johnny out of a dark corner, red-faced and ready to leave. On
the car ride back down from the Piazzle, she sits in the backseat
while Johnny sits up front. My Italian sits me in his lap, and, as
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we ride back into the city, he touches my back and sings me a
song. Since I don’t know Italian, this seems pointless. Usually
I’m annoyed with what I don’t understand, but the song comforts
me. I pretend it’s a song from his childhood, with a soft quick
beat and soothing words.
As we get out of the car at the Duomo, we agree to see
them again the next night, but only because we’re afraid that if
we say no, they won’t let us leave tonight. We smile and agree to
meet at eleven in the evening on the Duomo stairs. They smile,
say, “Ciao, bellas,” and drive off into the humid night. The next
night, we hide in our hotel rooms and don’t go out all evening.
The Italian love story didn’t work out for my sister because she
ended up leaving. It didn’t exist for Katie, Betsey, or me.
The restaurant is loud around us, and like all of Rome,
it seems like an odd mix of the ancient and the modern: seats
stuck in a catacomb-like basement, with modern red lights and
fresh pasta. Katie, Betsey, and I share a carafe of red wine and
talk about the 13 days we have spent in Italy. Rome has regality
to it; everything has an air of pride, defeat, and finality. Rome is
gigantic: it’s the size of Los Angeles, but with ruins. The Coliseum is next to a highway. Construction on new buildings has to
stop in Rome when digging hits an ancient ruin. We regret not
taking more pictures of the canals in Venice, and not paying the
€ 70 – $95 American – to take a gondola ride around the canals.
Florence was dangerous. We all vow to never ride in cars with
strange men again.
After my second glass of wine, I sit and let the Italian
language around me fill my ears. This will be the last time I have
this sense of invisibility, of being one of the only people in a room
solely allowed to hear and observe the others around her. Katie
and Betsey lean back, too, and I hope they feel the same sadness
I feel. The intimacy I have brewed with my friends in these two
weeks has woven into a blanket around us, so it’s just the three
of us in this crowded room—our own little universe. Smiling, I
take the wine bottle and refill my glass.
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Patchwork
Andrew Finn
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The Color Pink
Hellen Bourque
It’s taken twenty years for her
to feel too big in her bedroom of
rose-blush and ballet-slipper pink.
It’s twenty years when – enter
the man – she realizes she never
really liked the color pink, only
looked good in that little party
dress she bought to make him think
of her when she was alone, hoping
he’d get addicted to the way
her hips moved when she walked, the
silk slipping around her thighs, and
now here she stands, all the
pink of the room melted down
into a lace-trimmed bra coming
undone with his battle-scarred
hands, an out-rush of breath, and
her timely, whispered poetics.
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I Want Those Days Back
Mollie Lyne
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The Legend Of Tengonia
Maxwell DeMilner
Phase one completed. He had a flag.
Eugene had been trying to get it right for more than a
week. He spent an entire Sunday afternoon with his spiral-bound
notebook, diagramming patterns he thought were neat. He finally settled on a simple design he thought might strike fear into
his opponents: a red flag with a blue and white stripe crossing it
diagonally.
In the attic, searching through the black garbage bag full
of hand-me-downs, he didn’t find enough red clothes to make
his banner. There was plenty of magenta, pink, and a surprising
abundance of reddish orange, but none of Eugene’s precious fearstriking red. After contemplating drawing up a whole new flag,
based on the colors available, he decided his revolution was too
young to have its first symbol compromised. He once again knelt
down in the decades-old dust bunnies and reviewed the spectrum
of not-quite-reds he’d pulled out to consider.
“I suppose maroon is intimidating enough,” Eugene said
as he moved his fingers back and forth across the smooth fabric of
an old dress. It was probably his grandmother’s at one time, but
not even old people should have to wear a color like maroon. No,
the only purpose the dress could serve was to become the flying
symbol of the revolution.
The next day, he carefully measured the fabric, tracing
the rectangular shape of a pillowcase onto the skirt. He cut and
sewed, following his sketch as closely as his young hands could,
only to emerge from his room with a pathetic, misshapen piece
of cloth. Perhaps he should have tried again, but stubbornness
would not allow him to admit that he had failed the first time. He
simply proceeded to punch the necessary holes into the hoist side
with a paring knife.
He pressed the tip of the blade into the side of his flag. As
the cloth gave way, the sharpened edge slid along the side of his
thumb, making him recoil the hand to the safety of his mouth.
Eugene took a moment to gather himself, and fight back his tears.
The wounded digit emerged from its hollow hiding place, leaving
behind a salty taste on his tongue. He watched his blood slowly
advance out of the small cut. It wasn’t until a full drop fell from
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the pad of his thumb and stained the fabric of his colors that he
stopped watching himself bleed. He wiped the remaining streaks
of redness off his hand with the flag, and walked to the bathroom,
now smiling, to apply a bandage.
It didn’t matter that it was maroon instead of red, nor that
it was more or less shaped like a rhombus. He had shed blood for
the sake of his revolution. His sincerity was proven, if only by the
cut on his thumb. The fresh stain on the banner made him more
courageous than ever to realize his ambition of world domination.
He emerged from the bathroom and continued to work on the flag,
only more wary of the dangers involved.
The plan to take over the world was something new to
Eugene. He’d recently been made to share a room with his older
brother Mark so that their nine-year-old sister could have her own
room. In front of their parents, Mark seemed to embrace the idea
of sharing his room with the younger boy.
After the move was all said and done, however, Eugene
found himself wondering why he didn’t feel welcome in his own
space. Mark would always stay up most of the night playing video
games, or gluing a collage, or doing things that Eugene didn’t
understand except that they required the use of all the available
floor space. After two weeks, Eugene learned to keep his blanket
at the bottom of the stairs, so it was easier for him to grab when
he chose to sleep on the couch.
He didn’t feel like anything really belonged to him. Most of
his toys were Mark’s former playthings, and the ones that Eugene
used to call his own were old, and more frequently used by his
younger sister, Emily. Even the blanket that kept him warm those
nights on the living room sofa was really fair game for anyone in
the family. He didn’t like the fact that everything he had could
be taken away by someone with as good a claim of ownership as
his. He thought about that a lot.
A week or two before school let out for the summer, his
sixth grade teacher had been winding down a lengthy unit on world
geography. She had covered the United States and its capitals,
the seven continents, the major countries in Europe and Africa,
the four oceans, and was hastily trying to cover southeast Asia and
a fistful of Pacific islands before the students got too worked up
about summer, and turned off their brains. When she mentioned
Fiji, though, Eugene became curious.
He had no idea that there were more than eight hundred
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uninhabited tropical islands in Fiji, waiting for him to arrive and
put up his flag. A whole island for him to call his own. Nothing
fascinated him more than this.
That afternoon at recess, he took his spiral-bound notebook outside, and sat down next to a tree overlooking the field
where most of his classmates were starting to play a game of soccer.
On the last page, far from any of his geography notes, he drew a
crude outline of a map with his pencil.
Suddenly, without much thought or effort, mountains
emerged in the northwest corner of the small spit of land. Tiny
trees sprouted up here and there, giving the illusion of a much
denser forest than he had time to draw. He shaded in a nice grassy
clearing in the south, and sketched a rocky cove and lagoon in
the east. Ocean waves swelled from the blue lines that crossed
his paper, and a simple compass rose gave the land mass a nice,
authentic feel. In the top margin, he gave his imaginary home
a name: Tengonia, because he knew “tengo” was Spanish for “I
have,” and he certainly wanted to have it.
Self-reliance was Eugene’s first priority. His homestead,
with every western comfort he could dream up, would be powered
by the solar cells that coated its roof. In a separate but still connected section of the compound, he would distill seawater and,
when possible, rain water. For food, he thought he should have
some sort of livestock, chicken or geese or something. It seemed
to make sense, but the idea of having to kill the animal, skin it,
chop it up, and cook it reminded Eugene that he couldn’t watch
surgery on TV without feeling squeamish. In place of any animals,
he drew a greenhouse, and some citrus trees, swearing that he
would become a vegetarian as soon as he landed on the beach.
Tengonia was equipped with all the necessary accommodations for constant amusement. He drew himself a surfboard, a
glider, and although he wasn’t sure how he would make it work,
a waterslide starting at the top of the mountain and ending with a
fifteen-foot drop into a deep pool of seawater. Most of the things
he put on the island to entertain himself were things he’d never
tried but wanted to. Island life was going to be exciting.
Soon, his plans outgrew his imaginary stretch of land.
He had to erase his basketball courts, and replace them with a
workshop, so he could build a boat and claim another island close
by. Before long, he needed a larger space, and then even larger.
Eventually, he realized he wanted the whole world as his own.
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This was, of course, an entirely different manner than simply
conquering an uninhabited island. Eugene needed a revolution.
If he was to be effective as any sort of overlord, he knew
he needed people on his side. He made a list of things that he
wanted Tengonia to stand for: freedom, individuality, spirit, and
happiness. It was on these fundamentals that he approached some
of his school friends to try to recruit them to his side. Sadly, the
mindset of his fellow sixth-graders was simply too young to grasp
what he was trying to do. Fighting his own discouragement, he
convinced himself that he would have to establish dominion over
just a little bit of land, and then people would be beating a path
to his door to lend their support.
He had his flag. It was a start. The trouble was, he didn’t
know where he would plant it first. He couldn’t yet travel to Fiji,
and claim his first island. No, he needed something small and
simple. With that in mind, he tied a few lengths of cheap red yarn
through the hoist loops, and strung his symbol of independence
up in the place he most wanted to be his.
It was 10:30, and Mark still wasn’t home from his school’s
soccer game. Eugene had already been sent to bed. He sat on his
bed, in absolute darkness, staring at the section of wall just inside
the door where a maroon rectangle hanged. Periodically, he picked
up his flashlight from the nightstand, and shone the beam onto
the flag. When the colors suddenly lit up in dark, he swelled with
pride. It transformed him into Eugene the Great, instead of plain
old Eugene.
And his older brother was going to come in, see that the
room had been overcome, and immediately submit to the laws of
Tengonia, or so the plan went.
When Mark finally did walk through the bedroom door,
Eugene the Great had been struggling to stay awake for more than
half an hour in order to see his brother’s reaction. Unfortunately,
he didn’t even notice the poorly-made banner. He simply walked
in, turned on the light, threw his stuff down onto the floor, and
sat down in front of the computer. Eugene sat up in bed, expecting
something to happen. After a minute or two of bated breathing,
he realized that the flag was on his side of the room, and since the
brothers had moved in together, Mark had barely acknowledged
that such a side existed.
Less than ten minutes into the revolution, and he’d already lost. Nothing had changed. Eugene was no more welcome
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there than he had been a day before. With a heavy sigh, a last
attempt at getting Mark to recognize his presence, he stood up,
grabbed his pillow, and walked over to his symbol. The yarn loops
came undone easily, and as quickly as it had gone up, it was out
of sight.
He threw it on top of the living room sofa, where he would
be sleeping that night. Didn’t it deserve respect? Was the maroon
not powerful-looking enough? Did his blood mean nothing? He
picked up his blanket and curled up on the couch with his head
resting on his flag. Even though his first attempt at conquering a
domain had failed, Eugene still smiled thinking about it. He knew
that someday that rhombus made from an old dress would mean
something. After all, this flag, at least, was his.
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Vanishing War
Robbie Kanner
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Winner of the Fall 2007 Editors’
Choice Award

Bats Fly In
Erika Hoddinott

Reasons not to open the window in the hallway on the second floor of the liberal arts and humanities building, University of
Maine at Farmington:
Reason #2: Bats fly in.
For the same reason the Velvet Revolution was inflamed by
the Velvet Underground.
Those young Czechoslovakians smoking Petras1 in tight
pants listened to Lou Reed sing “Heroin” and “Foggy Notion,”
and it made them want to choke up communism like a cat with
a hairball.
Damn the man. прокляните человека.2
Eastern block revolutions get better soundtracks. All we got
was “The Battle Hymn of the Republic.”
(What our revolution really needs is a better marketing
scheme. See Business and Marketing 231, room 307, third
floor.)
Reasonable Argument #51: Bats can fly out too.
It is widely speculated that our 16th president suffered from
mercury poisoning brought on by “Blue Mass Pills,” containing
9000 times the amount of mercury considered safe by today’s
standards.3 He allegedly took the pills to help with depression, and
the pills were widely used to treat the soldiers of the Civil War.
Ironically, mercury poisoning is known to initiate acts of violence
and depression.
“How is that ironic?”
It’s ironic like that Rupert Holmes song about pina coladas
where the guy takes out a personal ad and ends up dating his old
lady again.
“Is it?”
No, I guess not really the same kind of ironic, but they’re
both ironic, trust me.
“You know what else is ironic?”
1.Czech cigarettes.
2.Russian for “Damn the man.” I couldn’t’ find a Slovak translator.
www.freetranslation.com
3. http://sleepdisorders.about.com/cs/insomnia/a/bluemass.htm
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No, what?
“His wife was crazy, too.”
That’s not really ironic. That’s unfortunate.
(See General Psychology 101, Lincoln Auditorium, first
floor.)
Reason #11: There’s no screen in the top half.
“Dort, wo man Bücher verbrennt, verbrennt man am Ende auch
Menschen.” 4
On Sunday evening, members of the Harvest Assembly of God
church in Penn Township sing songs as they burn books, videos,
and CDs that they have judged offensive to their God.
A list of DVDs and books contributed to the “BURN BOX
— DEMON ROAST” include:
• Hercules
• Pinocchio
• Aladdin
• The Phenomenon
• The Rock
• Ace Ventura
• The Lost World
• The Dragonslayer
• The Scripture of God — The Third Testament
• A brochure on witchcraft and voodoo
• The Complete Short Stories of Ernest Hemingway
• Several Kahlil Gilbran books, including The Prophet  
• Touched By An Angel — Stories from the TV Show
• A book titled Defending Pornography
• A biography on Leonardo DiCaprio
• A baby doll5
“What do they have against The Rock?”
I think I’d worry more about the baby doll.
“No, but really, why burn Leonardo DiCaprio’s biography?
Wasn’t he the hottest man alive last year?”
No, I believe that was George Clooney. And it’s one of those
purging by flame things. Immolation is an infrequently practiced
form of protest often used in religious ceremony but more recently for
political protest purposes, such the self-immolation of a number of
Buddhist monks in the 1960s as well as four Americans in protest of
the Vietnam War, and also in the late 60s in response to the Soviet
military’s backlash against the “Prague Spring” movement.
4. “Where they have burned books, they will end in burning human
beings.” Heinrich Heine, from his play Almansor (1821) 		
5. 3/26/01 For complete story, please see Monday’s Butler Eagle or to subscribe,
call (724) 282-8000 ext.231.
http://www.freerepublic.com/forum/a3ac0aadc4f72.htm
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tion.

“Well, aren’t you just a fountain of useless information.”
It’s not useless if I’m expounding upon it for your edifica-

(See REL 225, Sacred Texts and Religion, Room 106, First
floor.)
Reasonable Argument #236: There is a screen in the bottom half.
Math is the universal language. It’s the same all over the
world. In America, two cats plus one cat is three cats. In France,
deux chats plus un chat is trois chats. In China, 二猫 (are geh
mao) plus一猫 (ee geh mao) is dinner for six.
BEER ROASTED CAT
1 cat cut into roast
1 can of Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup
1 cube of beef bouillon
1 clove of garlic (I prefer at least 2 personally)
1 Fine Irish Stout, like Guinness
Cover and soak cat roast in salt water for 24 hours. Drain
water and then cover and soak in beer for 6 hours. Drain and
place in a crock pot with your cans of soup. Add a clove of garlic
and a cube of beef bouillon. If you start to slow cook your cat in
the morning with your George Foreman Cooker (or its ilk), you’ll
have finely cooked feline in time for supper.6
“Would you recommend a robust red wine or a dark ale?”
I would most likely lean towards the red, perhaps a nice red
zinfandel, not too heavy but a nice casual wine, also delicious
with barbecue.
(There are currently no classes in the University system that
teach cooking.)
Reason #3: Outside noises can be disturbing.
- “Nous quitterons la ville. Je gagnerai ta vie. Je serai heureux de travailler pour toi. Les copains, la Ligue, l’insurrection,
tu remplaceras tout. Je n’ai plus que toi, toi seule.”
Il a presque cries a dernière phrase, mais le vacarme de
l’armée en marche domine encore sa voix.
Il se dégage brutalement, et crie:
- “Mais ca ne s’arrête pas, ca ne s’arrête pas.” 7

6. “How to Eat Cats.” http://www.ooze.com/ooze13/cats.html
7. Les Jeux Sont Fait, by Jean-Paul Sartre, French existentialist philosopher.
Published 1952, Prentice Hall
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TRANSLATION (because Americans always need a translation) :
- “We will leave the city. I will earn a living for us. I will
be happy to work for you. My friends, The League, the revolution, you will replace everything. I don’t want anything but you
and you only.”
He almost shouts the sentence, but the din of the marching
army dominates his voice.
He releases himself brutally, and cries:
- “But it doesn’t stop itself, it doesn’t stop itself.”
(See Philosophy 101, room 113, first floor.)
Reasonable Argument # 17: Outside noises can be disturbing, but also liberating and illuminating.
“In 1972, when Karel Klos, a Czech pop singer, left the
country, Husak became fearful. He immediately wrote a personal
letter to him in Frankfurt, from which, inventing not a word, I
quote the following: ‘Dear Karel: We want nothing from you.
Please come back, we will do for you whatever you wish. We will
help you, you will help us…”
Think about it: without batting an eye, Husak allowed
the emigration of doctors, scholars, astronomers, athletes, stage
directors, filmmakers, workers, engineers, architects, historians,
journalists, writers, painters, but he could not bear the thought of
Karel Klos leaving the country. Because Karel Klos represented
music without memory, the music under which the bones of
Beethoven and Ellington, the ashes of Palestrina and Shoenburg,
are forever buried.” 8
“So it was a symbiotic relationship.”
That’s a big word for you.
“Learned it in biology. When things live off of other things,
it’s symbiosis, right?”
Yeah, sort of. I guess you could say Husak and Karel Klos
had an artistic/political symbiotic relationship.
(See Guitar Playing 101, not taught in this building; you’ll
have to go to the haunted auditorium across campus.)

8. My favorite writer, Milan Kundera. Published in Slovak, 1978:
“Kniha Smichuy a Zapomneni” Published in French, 1979:
“Le Livre du Rire de L’Oubli” Translated into English, 1980:
“The Book of Laughter and Forgetting.”
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in.

Reason #3: (Written in different handwriting) Ghosts fly

Advertisement for Revolution for Cats, a flea and worm
medication:
“We the cats of America deserve freedom from the oppression of our worst enemies: fleas, heartworm, ear mites, hookworm
(Anycylostoma tubaeforme) and roundworm (Toxocara cati ).
Complete parasite protection begins and ends with Revolution®
(selamectin).” 9
“Oh, my, they’ve trademarked the word ‘revolution.’”
That doesn’t mean we can’t still have one.
(For information on trademark laws, see Law and Business,
first floor, room 113.)
Reasonable Argument # 172: But ghosts can fly through
walls; they don’t care if the window is open or not.
“Standin’ on a corner
Suitcase in my hand
Jack’s in his corset, Jane’s in her vest
And me I’m in a rock and roll band. Huh.
Riding a Stutz Bear Cat, Jim
ya know, those were different times.
All the poets studied rules of verse
And those ladies they rolled their eyes
Sweet Jane
Sweet Jane
Sweet Jane… ” 10
Reason #1: Ideas fly out.

9. http://www.revolution4cats.com/display.asp?country=US&lang=
EN&drug=RV&species=FL&sec=010
10. The Velvet Underground. “Sweet Jane”
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Tail Door
Katie Baum
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Ten Memories of Fingernails
Joshua Boucher
“We think back through our mothers.”
-Virginia Woolf
I
Incessantly rising and falling into and out of the suds, my
mother’s fingernails, immaculate as the wine glass she cleans.
II
The 1991 Guinness Book of World Records pictures Shridhar
Chillal and his four-foot fingernails. He began growing them at
the age of fourteen. I’m seven. After forty-two days, my nails
grow to small dirty knives. My teacher gives me strange looks,
the school kids avoid me, and my mother, with a voice like song,
tells my father she’s given up on my fingers. He pins me down
and trims the nails to the quick.
III
Middle school study halls are good only for chit-chat and
cribbage. I feel like a shark with a deck of cards. “Your fingernails
are purple,” the boy to the left of me says. We all compare. The
others kids display healthy, fleshy, pink fingernails. Mine are a
purplish white.
IV
I barely remember the actual smash or the blood or the throw
of the hammer after Uncle Andy missed the nail and got his finger. The incantation of shits, fucks, God-damns, and Jesus Christs
he strung together with the impromptu passion of a jazz musician
remains fossilized in my consciousness after fifteen years.
V
We’re alone. I’m kissing her on my parents’ couch. We
have over an hour from the time I can drive home from school to
the time my parents arrive from work. Her hand, with its pink
fingernails, pulls my head closer. Three hours earlier, we left
geometry class and held hands to our lockers. Then, for the first
time, she commented on my discolored nails.
VI
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“You’re six and it’s time you learn to cut them yourself,”
my mother tells me. Focusing on the stainless steel clipper, a
miniature kaleidoscope of her flesh spins throughout her tutorial.
Following her instructions, my young hands wrestle the nail clipper. For years I collect the clippings in an old glass jar that once
held fruit preserves. I hide the jar in my sock drawer. I can’t
remember when or why I stop.
VII
We call my cousin Sean “Little Sean” because his step brother
is “Big Shawn.” In their long driveway, I watch Little Sean and
my other cousin Aaron perform tricks on their skateboards. My
mom asks them to make sure I stay away from the road. Sometimes they fall. In one fall, Little Sean catches his fingernail on
the pavement. His nail peels back, but he is so old he doesn’t
cry. As we walk to the house, I think his finger looks like a small
white tree trunk covered in blood. My Uncle Joel, who fought
in Korea, tells Little Sean to put ice on his finger.
VIII
For weeks my left index fingernail has been slowly receding
since the accident with the Buick door. Late and running from
Mrs. Fortin’s third grade classroom to board my bus, I notice the
nail hanging by a small piece of skin. I grit my teeth and yank
the nail. The pain is less than expected. I place the remnants
of the nail into a folder in my Trapper Keeper®. When I arrive
at home, the fingernail’s gone. I slam my Trapper Keeper® shut
and wonder where it could have fallen out.
IX
I’m home from college on Thanksgiving break, and the family
plays cribbage at the dinner table. My pepere stops my shuffling
as he looks at my hands. “You have my fingernails,” he says,
fanning out his purplish-white nails. We chuckle.
X
So young, I can barely speak in sentences. My mother, with
her Charlie’s Angels’ hair flip, is the most beautiful woman I’ve ever
seen. At night, I dream of her coral-colored unmanicured nails,
their smooth faces adorned in the pearl necklaces of her quicks.
When my father is gone, I tell her, “I want to marry you.” She
laughs. “You can’t. I’m already married.”
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Come Together
Katie Baum
Christopher Gyngell had been bagging groceries since
he was twenty-two when the Kingston Hannaford opened four
years before. For the two most recent years, he had been a shift
leader—he had been promoted not necessarily because of his
stunning people skills or incredible talent for leading great fleets of
cashiers, but simply for his sheer longevity in the company and his
open availability to work—but he still helped his teenage cashiers
bag when things got hectic, often because being on their side gave
him more bargaining ground when he needed to ask someone to
stay late or cover a shift.
He was in an ideal position. His executive managers loved
him because he had a close hold on all the student cashiers who
worked afternoons and weekends, and the teenagers loved him
because they believed he had risen out of the ranks and was one
of them, in charge.
The turnover rate at the grocery store was high. Associates came and went; some seemed to be swallowed up by the earth
and disappear, leaving gaping holes in the schedule, and some
professionally and politely turned in their two weeks’ notice and
bowed out gracefully. Chris tended to ignore all those teen associates who had been with the store for less than a year, knowing
that the majority would be gone within months.
It had taken him a couple of years to find a niche he could
appreciate at Hannaford; since he’d finished high school and was
going to the community college half-time, the pay was good and
the job was easy. He expected a number of things every day: he
would have crappy customers, he would have great customers,
and he would leave, go home, and forget about work.
What he didn’t expect, however, was Meghan Benton,
a lithe, slender five-two high school student, and the gears in
his head jammed up when she pushed him against the wall in the
storage closet and kissed him hard. In fact, he had hardly expected
her at all, hardly looked twice at her, and when she moved her
mouth away from his, he sputtered out a simple, “What?”
Meghan stepped back and tried to smile, but immediately
her eyes widened and she launched into an apology. “I’m sorry.
I just…I don’t know. I wanted to…I don’t know.”
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It was as if he was bumping into her for the first time. He
did a quick run through in his head. She’d started….a couple
weeks ago. Maybe a couple months. Never caused any trouble.
Got along well with the other shift leaders. Under eighteen and
had to be scheduled to leave by 9:30PM per Maine law.
At the same time his whole mouth was buzzing.
It took all of two seconds for his rational side to kick in.
“Meghan, hey, wow, I’m flattered, but…”
“No,” she said, heading for the door. “Nothing. Pretend
it didn’t happen. It was dumb.” She walked past him quickly,
without looking up at him, carrying a box of plastic grocery bags
to be set out at the registers.
He couldn’t shake it. He checked in with Scotty, the other
shift leader who was winding down to leave within the hour, and
Chris grabbed his swipe card and clocked out for a fifteen-minute
break. He walked back past the produce, said a quick hello to
Corinna, one of his friends stacking yellow-green bananas, who
had started at the store opening, too, and then took the stairs
two at a time to the break room.
He couldn’t get it to make any sense. He was not the type
of guy who got kissed in the supply closet. He was precisely the
opposite, in fact. He’d never attracted girls’ attention, with the
exception of his childhood best friend Emily, and Emily had since
graduated college and was living in Denver. He drilled his fingers
along the side of the vending machine, trying to decide what to
get. He wondered if she’d notice that he had disappeared for his
break. He slid into a chair with peanut M&Ms, carefully thinking
about the next few hours.
Nothing happened with Meghan that night. Chris was
closing the registers when he acutely noticed her mark herself off
the lineup with a green highlighter, laugh with Michelle on register
fourteen, buy a pack of gum and a soda, and leave through the
automatic front doors.
In fact, nothing happened with Meghan for a month. She
worked less than twenty hours a week, but most of those were
nights, and Chris watched her put on Chap Stick when nobody
was in her line, and coo at babies as she simultaneously swiped cans
of cat food, and munch apples with a handful of teenage cashiers
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who clustered together in the break room.
He’d try to start conversations with her. He’d plan to be
casually around when her shifts were beginning or ending. She’d
walk in, adjusting her nametag or the string of her apron, and
he’d say, “How are you?” and she’d respond, “Great. Which
register should I be on?”
He could have died the evening she came in wearing a
cowboy hat - sponsoring “Hat Day” was Hannaford’s idea of creating team morale - and he couldn’t focus on anything but her
grin when she tipped her hat up to say “Howdy, pardner” to the
housewives coming through her line.
Sometimes at night he would dream about her small body
pressed against his, uninhibited and almost forceful like that day.
He would wake up in a daze some mornings, only for a minute,
then shake out of it and turn on Sports Center to keep up with his
teams. He’d fumble with the remote at first—forget what channel ESPN was—until the highlights began, and then, he would
remember the rest of the world, and the haze would disappear.
When he drove in to pick up his check on one of his Fridays off, his stomach jumped to his throat upon seeing Meghan
in the parking lot. There she was, sunglasses, cell phone, long
skirt, flip flops, and tank top, leaning against her Toyota Tercel
with her purse on the hood. He tentatively parked further back
in the lot and waited a second in his idling car to see if she was
leaving.
Apprehension percolated in the bottom of his stomach.
When his brain wrapped itself around something, or someone, as
obsessively as it had with her, he was hit with tiny anxiety attacks.
He shook, usually internally, as if a small voltage of electricity
pulsed from his fingertips to his toes, jolting his throat and heart
and stomach along the route. It was nothing he had never dealt
with before but it made him nervous just the same.
She had moved to the other side of her car, pausing to pick
at the corner of the turquoise door that looked like it was starting
to rust. Chris turned off his car and tried to get to the store unnoticed, but when he walked past her car, he gave an awkward
nod-wave in her direction, and she absently waved back, more
focused on her cell phone than him.
He pulled his eyes away from her, blinking twice to get
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the image out of his head. He knew it was wrong. He knew he
couldn’t be attracted to her, that he shouldn’t be attracted to her,
but there he was, checking her out in the parking lot. He could
get fired, he could go to jail (couldn’t he?). His hands shook a
little, and he took off his sunglasses and swept his left hand through
his hair, mentally reminding himself it was time to re-shave his
head again, trying, trying to push her out of his mind.
The store was pretty quiet. Scotty and Cheryl were in the
office talking about switching a shift so Chris just poked his head
in to say hi before going to Customer Service for his check. Kelly
Gunn was there, a tattooed and blond-haired girl who was going
to the College of Art in Portland for painting.
She had his envelope out even before he reached the head
of the line, and, with nobody behind him, he stuck around to
catch up for a minute.
“It’s all about finals, you should know that,” she responded after he asked about classes. “And the school has an
end of the semester art show downtown, and I’m displaying some
stuff. You should check it out. Wednesday the 30th.”
Sunglasses on, he stepped outside only to see Meghan, still
there, leaning on her car, looking down at her phone while she
searched for a number or sent a text message. His blood rippled
in response, causing his fingers almost to ache. Chris didn’t know
what to do. He clearly had to walk past her, clearly had to stop
and ask her what was going on, and clearly had to make sure
everything was okay.
He had decided the night of the kiss that he would pretend
nothing happened. That was his game plan, and it was easy when
he only had to tell her when to go on break or to switch registers,
but here…he didn’t know the script.
She looked up, and he crossed the street, awkwardly aware
of every step he took, worried that he looked like an idiot. He
couldn’t believe she was doing this to him, making him rethink
every step, like he was just learning how to walk. His social skills
emptied down the drain, and he had to calculate when the best
time to say hello was – fifty feet away? Thirty? Twenty?
He overshot his hello and ended up saying it when he was
standing next to her, but she smiled in a way that made him lose
his breath somewhere between his lungs and his mouth. She flipped
her phone shut with one hand and said simply, “Hey.”
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Chris half-amazed himself when his voice went on autopilot.
“Hey, what’s up? What’s going on?”
She stuck her phone in her bag and began picking at her
fingernails, eyes focused on peeling off the remains of a pale pink
nail polish. “I sort of locked my keys in my car.” She blushed a
little and looked up at him. The sun emerged from behind a cloud
and caught her smooth hair, illuminating auburn highlights. Chris
had never before been so painfully aware of her hair; at work she
kept it pulled back in a twisted ponytail thing but here, here it
looked so different. It was straight and long, and it gleamed like
something polished. And here, without the stupid teal shirt and
the maroon apron, Chris found himself feeling shaky knowing he
was about to offer her a ride, and when he did and she smiled and
said yes, they walked silently toward his car.
Alternative rock blared when he turned on his car, and he
hastily reached to turn it down, and when CYY went to commercial, he motioned to the CDs in the visor above the passenger seat
and said, “Pick anything you want, and you have to tell me where
the left turn is.” She had said it was easy to get to her house. He
tugged his eyes from the road to see her reach up, sliding CDs out
of their slots to read the text, and she selected Abbey Road. The
chords to “Come Together” surged through the speakers.
Her parents’ house was nice; the driveway curved toward the
back of the house, and Meghan asked if he wanted to come in.
He realized there were no other cars around and wondered if this
indicated that the two of them would finally be alone (had she
locked her keys in the car when she saw him walk into the store to
get his check?), but her mother was in the kitchen stirring tuna
and mayonnaise, and she looked over when they walked in.
“Hi, Mom.” Meghan slipped off her sandals and proceeded
with the introductions. “This is my mom, and this is Chris. We
work together.” Her mother had short, blonde curly hair and a
thin face. She smiled, friendly, interested.
“Thank you so much for driving her,” she said. “My car’s
in the shop this afternoon.”
“I’m going to grab my key, I’ll be right back.” Meghan slid
around the corner, all barefoot and swish of violet skirt, leaving
him alone with her mom. Her mother simultaneously spread her
mixture on a slice of toast and turned and smiled again at him.
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“Do you work on the registers with Meghan?”
It took a second for him to figure out who she was talking
about. She said the name so quickly, and so differently. Mee-an.
It was smaller, almost just one syllable. Mee-an.
Chris nodded. “Yeah, I’m a shift manager for the front
end…” He trailed off, noticing the refrigerator decorated with a
handful of pictures of Meghan, and he moved toward it to get a
closer look. There were some candids—friends sitting around a
table, Mom, Meghan, and probably her father and older brother,
all standing outside in the spring—and a couple black and white
artistic shots, hair all over the place in the wind on a boat, silhouette against a bright flash-bulb-like sunset.
Mee-an resonated in his mind. It fit so perfectly, he mused
to himself. There are too many Megs and Megans, and this girl
in front of him in these pictures, glowing, was the most beautiful
creature he had ever seen.
“These are really cool,” he said, wanting to break what
was starting to become an awkward silence between him and her
mother.
“The black and white ones are the proofs for her senior
pictures.” She had a couple that were more conventional senior
shots, sitting against a tree trunk, leaning classically against a wall
with her arms folded, and even sitting on a bench with her knees
brought up to her chest.
“Who’s taking them?” he asked absentmindedly, remembering how boring his studio photos had ended up coming out. He
touched the edge of the one with the sun. “They’re great.”
“Her boyfriend is. Derek?”
It was like when she had pronounced her name that way,
without the “g;” he didn’t get it right away. Her boyfriend? Chris
could feel the blood draining, seemingly right out of his body, and
he couldn’t take a breath.
“It’s great because he’s doing it for free and he still gets his
advanced photo credit.”
He didn’t understand how he could be so deflated, down to
his toes, looking at the pearly and smooth-skinned girl.
He tapped his hands on the wheel waiting for traffic to clear
so he could turn off her road. She held out a pack of gum, silently
offering, and he shook his head. “No, that’s okay. Thanks.”
He drummed his fingers to the rhythm of the end of “Maxwell’s
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Silver Hammer.”
“Hey,” he started, smiling a little. “You didn’t ever tell me
your name was pronounced so differently.” He looked at her,
loving how small she looked in his front seat.
“It’s Irish.” She shrugged. “I don’t mind it either way, really.”
“Oh, Darling!” started up and, lightning fast, Chris pressed
the next button on the stereo.
“Cool.” He continued tapping on the steering wheel. “You
like the Beatles?”
His heart thundered in his chest, and he used all his energy
focusing on the road so that he wouldn’t embarrass himself—and
her—by bringing up the kiss. He wanted so badly to relive it, to
react differently, to sigh afterward and say, “You’re beautiful.”
It took nearly the whole drive to get the courage to mention it. He let his breath out through his teeth and said it quickly,
ripping off the Band-Aid, about sixty seconds before they arrived
back at Hannaford. “Why did you kiss me?”
He looked directly at her, and she turned away, her long
hair covering what amount of her face was visible when she focused
out the window. Had he ruined it? Was he not allowed to do that?
Great, he thought.
“I don’t know.” She didn’t even turn. He put on his
blinker and waited for the light so they could enter the parking
lot. He was ticked at himself for even bringing it up.
They finally stopped; he pulled into a spot and left his
car idling while she picked up her purse and slipped her tiny foot
back into her flip-flop - again, his breath caught; he wished she
would stay in his car, talk, flirt; she could take off her shoes and
sit cross-legged, he just wanted her to stay - and she reached for
the door handle.
But instead of leaving, she let go of the door, fingers
slowly running over the hard plastic, and she leaned back into the
seat (had she heard his thoughts?). “I saw an opportunity and
I went for it.” She looked straight ahead. “I know it was dumb.
I think you’re cute. But then you never did anything about it.
It… I don’t know.” She fell silent and climbed out of the car.
She leaned in from her side, looking right at him. “Thank you.
You saved me today.” He tried to be nonchalant, replying that
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it wasn’t a problem, but behind his sunglasses, his eyes focused
again on the strands of her long hair, blowing alternately in front
of and behind her. She shut the door, and, with a weak smile,
gave a little wave, turned and unlocked her Tercel, and disappeared inside.
He pulled into a parking spot to collect himself – she drove
out of sight, and he sat caught between electric and hollow. The
Beatles started crooning “She’s So Heavy,” and at the realization,
Chris slammed his hand on the stereo, hitting the eject button
and sitting in silence.
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If Only He Knew
Mollie Lyne
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Late-Night During a Snow Storm While
Driving Back From Grandpa’s Birthday
Party, I Think of My Grandmother’s
Shoulders
Timothy Berry
My grandmother thinks McDonalds’ coffee is “lovely”
The snow bears down on the trees along the road like
how her brown sweater seemed to weigh them down
as she sat at the table eating birthday cake and talking
It was really her breasts carrying them down
breasts that were not like snow but more like potting soil
in large bags left propped against a shed wall.
I know that they crack in the mornings as she moves
Into the chair by the window where she likes to watch
her deer
And that they press into my grandfather at night
the way the snow-laden branches press and
make love with the breakdown lane next to me
But my grandmother, heavy shoulders and all, still
thinks that McDonalds’ coffee is just “looovely”
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You’re a Star in the Face of the Sky
Bernadette James
Sometimes, when I think about Dad, I think about how
he used to stand off to the side while I rode the merry-go-round by
myself. Getting on, I chose a horse right in front of him, as close
to him as I could get. As the horses bobbed and spun around, I got
further away and lost all sight of him. But then, all of a sudden,
there he was, as close as ever, right where I could see him.
It’s always been just Dad and me. Elise and Dad. He was
born and raised in the South, then moved to New England in
his mid-twenties. He has a loud voice, and when he laughs, he
opens his mouth wide and it’s contagious and thunderous, coming right from his chest. He is a George Jones and Johnny Cash
guy. He has a sharp temper and strongly believes in tough love.
He doesn’t wear gloves in the winter, no matter how cold it gets.
And he works so hard that he can never make it to the end of a
movie without falling asleep.
He was driving to a job once and I was sitting in the passenger seat, telling a story about my 11th grade English teacher,
when he told me to stop and then turned up the radio. Dad was
also the kind of guy who knew every lyric and would say each line
of words right before they were sung.
“I love this song,” was all he said. That was the only time
I remember when he didn’t talk or point out lyrics during a song.
It was “Daniel” by Elton John.
Dad works for himself, making cakes. In our basement,
he makes birthday cakes, anniversary cakes, graduation cakes,
congratulations cakes, wedding cakes. The sweet smell of cake
and sugar was always creeping up the basement stairs throughout
the whole house. I used to like to turn the light on in Dad’s big
oven and watch the cakes bake, the liquid batter slowly rising up
the sides of the pan, expanding like a sponge. When I was really
young, he made them and delivered them by himself. I used to
watch him make them all the time, less when I started going to
school. The wedding cakes were my favorite. They were always
the prettiest, with shiny, sugar flowers draped over the tiers,
sometimes blue, pink, lilac purple, cream-colored, or red, with
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green leaves and vines curling around each one. Most of them
even had delicate doves or swans placed on the top tier.
Whenever Dad delivered cakes, I got to sit in the passenger
seat. My feet didn’t reach the floor, and I had to put the shoulder
strap of the seat belt behind my back. If we had a long way to go,
Dad put the air conditioning on high, even in the winter, so that
the buttercream icing wouldn’t melt. He made me wear my white
winter hat with the pink pom-pom and my purple winter jacket.
I liked to take off my boots and curl my feet up onto the seat and
cover up with the down comforter from my bed, especially since
our trips would sometimes take hours and hours. It was my job to
watch the back of our van, where all the seats were folded down
and covered in white sheets, to make sure that the cakes didn’t
hit each other and that the pulled sugar flowers and birds didn’t
break.
During my second grade Christmas vacation, I didn’t
watch closely enough. We were running late. Dad went around
a sharp curve and then quickly rolled up to a stop sign. He had
the radio on, and we didn’t hear the sound.
“Elise, look and see if everything’s all right,” Dad said.
His voice was hard; it was his work voice.
I turned, quickly skimming my eyes over the four tiers
and the two sheet pans of pink and green flowers. “Everything’s
fine,” I said.
“The cakes aren’t touching each other? The doves didn’t
move?”
I looked again, a little closer. I didn’t see the doves. I
had watched Dad make those doves the day before. He cooked
the sugar on the stove and then poured it out onto a mat on the
counter. He used his bare hands to pull it, back and forth. It was
like kneading dough in the air, pulling it out thin and then twisting it like ribbon back into a lump, over and over. The sugar was
white, and he only started out with a small ball, probably about
the size of my fist. He cut it with scissors and then used an air
pump, a blow torch, and pliers. His callused, hard hands moved
quickly and delicately, smoothing the hardening sugar into a neck
and perched head. Suddenly, I saw the wings, the thin, curved
wings underneath his fingertips, floating up high from the creamcolored body.
I finally saw the doves. They had rolled against the side
of the van, right underneath the windows. The wings had shat48

tered, all four of them, shards of sharp white against the softness
of the white sheets on the floor.
Our refrigerator was never decorated like the refrigerators
of all my friends. Their moms and dads had different magnets,
pictures, school papers, cards, and letters covering every inch
of the front sides. Ours was empty, except for a black rectangular magnet, with a little bit of yellow-colored glue hardened on
the back, like there used to be something stuck to it but so long
ago that no one even remembered. Every once in a while, Dad
or I would put a note under the leftover magnet for the other to
see.
When I was a freshman in high school, I put my work
schedule underneath that magnet. By then, Dad had hired a
few people to help him with his cakes. Mary was the first and my
favorite. She had just gotten out of college and always found the
time to have talks with me during her breaks. She always wanted
to know how things were going at school, and not just my grades
and homework. When she wasn’t working, she had a bubbly
personality and was so girly. I watched her sometimes, though,
when she was working with Dad, and she was so serious, so hard.
It was like a different Mary, an intense, working Mary. I think
that’s why Dad hired her, because of how she transformed at
work. It was just like him. I could always tell when he was being
Dad or work-Dad by his voice because it changed. When it was
cold and harsh, with an edge to it, that was his work voice. I
didn’t mess with Dad when he was work-Dad.
“You should get your own job,” he said to me one night
while we were driving back from delivering a birthday cake. “You
can have your own money, and then you won’t have to hang out
with my old ass every summer.”
I laughed then, a little. I knew he was trying to be funny,
but it came out in his sharp, work voice, and it fell hard between
us, both hurt by the fact that we didn’t like each other’s company
as much as we used to.
I started working at a restaurant. I bussed tables at first,
and then began waitressing. Dad made me promise that I wouldn’t
get attached to the amount of cash I made and that I wouldn’t
waitress for the rest of my life. I promised.
Meals were something that we rarely felt like we had the
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time to deal with. Most of the time, we whipped something up,
like sandwiches or something microwavable. Eggs were something
that the two of us ate together. I would make mine first and then
he would cook his in the same pan.
My eggs changed. I would eat them scrambled some days,
over-easy other days, an omelet on really special days. Dad’s eggs
were always the same – scrambled, not cooked well but with some
soft spots, with lots of pepper and hot sauce.
I experimented one day with eggs sunny side up. It was
the day I’d overdrawn my bank account. I’d seen the letter on
the dining room table that morning, already opened. I had overdrawn once and hadn’t realized it because I rarely kept track in
my checkbook, so had overdrawn twice more before the letter
came in the mail. I had been charged something like $125, but I
didn’t think it was that big of a deal. All I had to do was pay the
bank back, and I had enough cash from my tips to cover it. I sat
at the counter on a bar stool facing the kitchen while I watched
Dad cook his eggs. I looked at mine, eating my toast first.
“So you saw that letter on the table, from the bank?” Dad’s
voice didn’t sound very different, but I could hear the edge in it.
It was like being in the eye of a hurricane – I was standing in the
sun, but the storm was raging all around me, about to hit.
“Yeah.”
“Why would you do that? You need to be keeping track of
your money at all times. Aren’t you paying attention?” His voice
was starting to rise, starting to turn into his work voice, and he
was pushing a little too hard at his eggs with a plastic spatula.
I remember staring at my eggs, sunny side up, while Dad’s
temper kicked in. I knew I was wrong and that his yelling was
justified. But by the time he was pushing his eggs onto his plate,
I’d found the courage to jump in and talk back to him.
“You’re old enough to know. How could you be so damn
irresponsible?”
“God, Dad. It’s only a hundred dollars. Can’t you get over
it?”
He paused for a second, like he was surprised. Then his
eyebrows crushed together above his nose, and his jaw pulsed
right next to his ears. “Goddammit, Elise, you’re going to talk
back to me now? After all I do for you, you’re going to fucking
talk back to me?”
I dropped my fork when I stood up, preparing to go to my
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room. It fell into my eggs, and the yolks broke, the dark yellow liquid splashing on the counter and slowly oozing across my plate.
That was the first time I spoke back. He worked constantly, and I went to school, did my homework, and waitressed
on the weekends and during vacations. I was always tired, and so
was he, and even more irritable than normal. We’d have huge
fights about more than my bank account, but about things just as
insignificant. Sometimes we’d fight over why no one had washed
the dishes, sometimes it was over too much time spent in the
shower, sometimes it was about how he thought I stayed out too
late at night. There was always something for us to fight about
then.
I bought my first camera last year on my twenty-third
birthday. I went to Circuit City, and they didn’t have the Canon
that I wanted in stock. When they offered me the display camera
for a discounted price, I took them up on it.
I didn’t wait until I got home to open the box. I sat in my
car in the parking lot and opened it, discarding all of the booklets
and directions on the passenger seat. When I turned the camera
on, though, I noticed that there were already pictures on it. They
must have been from being on display, when customers were looking at it and taking experimental pictures.
The first picture was of a teenaged girl, alone, with a
blank face. It looked like she had taken it of herself, maybe by
accident. She had pretty brown hair, but a red pimple right on her
chin. I thought about how embarrassing that zit must have been
for that girl when the picture was taken, how it must have been
all she could think of. But once it was gone, would she remember
it without this picture?
The next few pictures were blurry, of other cameras and
the display shelves. The last one was of a little boy, maybe three
or four years old. He was smiling up at the camera, probably at
whoever was taking the picture. I wondered, would he remember
being this old or the things that were happening to him? Without
pictures like this one, would he be provoked to remember events
at this age?
Dad and I never really took any pictures. He took a lot of
pictures of his cakes, probably every one he ever made. He had
albums full of pictures of pulled sugar birds and cakes wrapped in
decorated fondant icing. But the camera he used was his for work;
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we never used it for anything else. I wondered what had happened
when we were both younger, what the things were that we weren’t
remembering. Thinking back on those times though, there wasn’t
much to remember besides cakes and sugar and delivering and
working. Dad had barely ever been just Dad; he had always been
work-Dad.
I have the flu and I’m in my bed, staring through the
dark at the boring white ceiling and aching. It’s dark outside my
windows, and I can barely see the hands of my clock across the
room pointing to 3:30. I hate being sick because I know I need
sleep, but I’m awake at 3:30 in the morning because I’m sick. My
radio is playing softly from my bedside stand and I hear the guitar
from the beginning of “Layla” start to play. I’ve never been able to
sleep without background noise. I leave my radio on every night,
tuned to the same classic rock station.
I realize that being sick isn’t just the aching of muscles, of
every muscle; it’s the ache of wanting to be at home. It reminds
me of when I was a kid and when being home made everything
all right.
I didn’t talk to Dad very much after I graduated college.
When I first went off to school, we were ourselves again, as close
as we had ever been, mostly because I came home every weekend.
I didn’t get along with anyone at school and staying there for two
days with only homework to do stressed me out. I helped Dad
with his cakes, and I spent all of my breaks at home with him.
We delivered his cakes together again, and sometimes I felt like
that little girl, with my feet dangling above the dirty plastic mats
of his van.
Then I graduated college and was still a waitress. Dad
didn’t forget about my promise. At first, he didn’t make a big
deal about it when I waited tables the summer after graduation.
But after the winter was over and I was still working at the same
restaurant, he didn’t call as much as he used to, and I was too
ashamed to call him.
“Elise, have you even started looking for a different
job?”
He called me a month or two ago. That’s the last time I
talked to him.
“No, Dad.”
“Why not?” Dad’s work voice was distinct even over the
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phone. “You’re getting stuck there, Elise, is that what you want
to do with your life, wait tables until you’re old? You’re wasting
your degree. You’re too smart to be doing something that requires only physical labor. Your back isn’t going to last you that
long.”
I hadn’t said anything, only changed the subject. There
was no fighting with Dad when he had his mind set on something.
Plus I didn’t really have an argument.
I blow my nose. I’m lying on top of my covers, on top
of my down comforter, with three pillows behind my head. I’m
wearing a pair of old Hanes underwear and a sweatshirt that’s
too big with “JWU” written across the front in white letters. Dad
bought it for me last year.
I blow my nose again and throw the used tissue across the
room in the direction of my trash can. As I close my eyes and
push my head into the pillow, I realize that “Daniel” is the song
that’s playing.
Do you feel the pain of the scars that won’t heal?
Your eyes have died, but you see more than I.
Daniel, you’re a star in the face of the sky.
I haven’t been sleeping very long when Mary calls me. I
jump into a pair of pants and run, leaving Led Zeppelin singing
in my bedroom behind me.
It’s only a short while later that I’m standing in the hospital,
at the Emergency Room desk, but it feels like it’s been hours.
I know that there’s a smell, that horrible hospital smell around
me. Even though I can’t smell it since my nose is still all stuffed
up, I can feel it. It’s tense and sticky, and I can almost taste
that disgusting sweetness hanging in the air. I’m waiting behind
an older woman, who is joking a little bit with the receptionist
at the desk. I switch my weight to one foot, and my hands are
shaking, fidgeting.
Finally, the woman turns to leave, and I quickly move
to the desk.
“Frank Carr, is Frank D. Carr here?”
The receptionist is chubby, and she’s sitting in a rolling
desk chair with a reclining back. “Hold on, just let me check…”
She rolls up to the computer and starts clicking on the keyboard
with her long, manicured nails. “What did you say his name was
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again?” She’s not even looking at me.
“Carr, it’s Frank Carr.”
“Elise?” A voice behind me.
I turn and see Mary. Usually, she stands tall and her long
black hair is pulled into a bun at the top of her head. But now,
her eyes are red and her hair is down and tangled.
She comes and gives me a hug, but I pull away.
“What happened? Where is he?”
Her eyes well up, and I hate her for one second for not
being able to hold herself together right now.
“Your dad, he was late to deliver this wedding cake, and
he was driving too fast, I don’t know, they say he lost control of
the van and—”
I can’t even listen to her anymore. “Where is he?”
“He’s over there. He’s waiting to go into surgery.”
I look around, seeing all of the people sitting and walking
around me but not noticing them. I see where she points before she
even finishes what she’s saying. Three people with plastic gloves
on are wheeling his bed out of the room and into the hallway. I
jog to them and see dried blood on his forehead.
“Dad.”
His eyes slowly pull open and he sees me. “Elise.” His
voice is a little hoarse. “Elise, the swans. I looked, to see…swans
were all right, I couldn’t see…Lisy, make sure the swans...aren’t
broken.”
His spleen had ruptured, both of his wrists and a rib were
fractured, and he had to get a few stitches on his head. While
he’s recovering from the surgery, I leave Mary with him and go
to find the van. It’s at the shop where we usually take the van to
get fixed. I know Oscar well, the man who’s working at the desk.
He tells me I can go around and look at it.
I avert my eyes from the front of the van and walk straight
to the back doors. I open them and am almost afraid to see what
I’m going to find.
It looks like there used to be five tiers, but it’s hard to
tell because they’re so smashed up. It’s awkward to see the inside
of all the cakes spilling out, strawberry filling staining the white
cake and white buttercream icing and the sheets on the floor. The
pulled sugar flowers are thrown everywhere, shattered and broken
into pieces. It’s funny, but this is what finally fills my eyes with
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tears.

But I blink them away. I can’t find the swans. There
should be two, with thin necks and large curved wings. In the
back of my mind, I know that I’m really looking for pieces of them,
shards of white scattered somewhere. I don’t see them, though; I
don’t see anything. I put my foot on the back bumper and, even
though my whole body aches from being sick, pull myself up to a
standing position.
There they are, tucked behind the driver’s seat, right next
to one of the smashed cakes. I step forward, looking at the two
swans, lying right next to each other. The necks are intact, and
the wings still curve up gracefully from their sides. They hadn’t
broken.
I’m in the room when the doctor tells Dad that he has to
spend the night. He immediately starts to shake his head, but then
stops abruptly, closing his eyes. I watch his jaw clench. “No, I
don’t need to stay here, I’ll get better faster at home any-”
“Dad,” I say softly. I don’t want to interrupt him or lecture
him here in the hospital like this, but I know the doctor will be
adamant about his staying. Dad will only tire himself out by trying to fight it.
He looks over at me, then closes his eyes again and says,
“Fine.” But it’s not in his work voice. “As long as you sleep at
home,” he says to me as the doctor leaves the room. “I’d rather
have one of us get a good night’s sleep than neither of us.”
I feel guilty, but I don’t mind going home, especially
since this whole day has made me feel even sicker. I hate seeing
Dad lying in that hospital bed. He looks vulnerable, a bandage
on his forehead, a neck brace on, casts on his arms, and wires
connecting him to all kinds of different machines. I’ve never seen
him vulnerable before.
I sleep in my old bedroom, and, in the morning, I wake
up early to use the Internet on Dad’s computer. I drive to the
hospital and find him awake, watching the news on TV.
“Morning, Lisy,” he says when he sees me.
“Morning, Dad. How’re you feeling?”
“Better. Ready to go home.” He turns back to the TV,
and I sit down next to his bed.
I have a printout in my hand, from his computer.
“Dad?”
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“Yeah?”
“Do you think Mary could handle your cakes for a while?
She’s been working for you for years now. I think she would know
what to do for a little while, don’t you?”
“She’d be fine, but I can still work with her. I’ll be down
there tomorrow.”
“No, Dad…I was thinking maybe you should take a little
break.”
“Can’t, it’s really busy-”
“Dad.”
He turns to me. I put the printout next to his hand. He picks
it up and squints. “I can’t read this without my glasses.”
He’s angry at first, that I bought the plane tickets without
talking to him about it. Then he tells me I need to get my money
back because there’s no way he’s going on a vacation, especially
to Spain, there’s just too much for him to do. Then he stops talking. He doesn’t look at me, but I know that there’s a little smile
tugging at his lips, even though I can’t see it.
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Youth
from Roots
Elizabeth Montville
Thursdays are my favorite days. When I was little, my dad
used to get paid on Thursdays, and that meant I could have a
Happy Meal from McDonalds. He and Mom would fight from
Saturday until Wednesday, slinging words at each other’s heads,
sharpening their tongues each morning over coffee, so that when
the battle began, the pitch of their voices clashed together like
swords on armor. We were like gypsies then, moving in and out
of houses every couple years, me making friends and then abandoning them as soon as the yellow trucks came to pack up my
bed and stuffed animal collection. My dad used gritty words like
“fuck” and “bitch” and “martyr” that rolled off his tongue with the
scent of the farm he grew up on, dirty and low. He used “fuckin”
like other people use “uhm,” pushing it between phrases and into
small pauses.
My mom didn’t need Dad’s words. At work she helped the
elderly and cured diseases. In a fight, she was part avalanche,
part banshee. Her voice pushed into you like needles, antiseptic
and terrible, reminding you of every awful thing you’d ever done,
that she, with vengeance, remembered. She could make “rent”
and “mortgage” sound like that feeling I had at night, deep in the
dark, as if Hell itself were waiting in my closet. She taught me
that memory is a weapon, and I armed myself to the teeth. I held
on to scraps of consciousness, noticing tiny details and filing them
away, connecting them to other things I’d known before.
The fight was always money; it was that man knocking at the
door who would trade pride for food stamps, self-respect for soup
cans. Money, the emperor in white, striped in red, watching
the lioness fight with the bull, heckling, jeering. I didn’t learn
to fight so much as how to stay unnoticed, how to disappear into
the crowd when there were no other people. Stay quiet, watch,
pretend you’re deaf. The noise rolled over me, crashing and receding, until it was quiet again.
I like Thursdays because they are the days the Emperor is
appeased, the days the wind stops blowing and the water is flat
like a frozen pond. On days like Thursdays, the sun twinkles over
the water like Dad’s eyes when Mom holds him close or when he
watches me skate across the kitchen in socks.
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High “e”1
Kyle Baker
First string notes. Vibrato on a silver strand.
Hammer-on2, quick and quiet, like a tiptoeing mouse.
Wooden bridges hold fast high-wire wanderings,
and shoes tapping hardwood keep rhythm and time.
Play, I say. I want to dance.
Rust from the salt of sweaty sliding skin grows like an
ill-mannered beard.
Age and rust weaken.
Watch-seconds change the meaning of fingers
between frets,
and tuned voices evolve into soft, faded whispers.
Play, I say. I want to sing.
Melody moves like straw in the wind,
free to go somewhere, or free to go nowhere.
But not without the weakest string, the thinnest one,
the end piece,
smallest in stature, but sharpest in voice.
Play, I say. I want to listen.

1. The high “e” string on a guitar is the string capable of producing the
highest pitch, and is the thinnest one in the configuration.
2. “Hammer-on” is a musical term referring to (usually in classical guitar)
the technique of pressing or “hammering” down on the desired strings to
sound the notes, rather than plucking them.
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Luisa’s Kitchen, Mexico City
Danielle LeBlanc
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Longboarding in Farmington
Caleb Collins
Standing against a subtle lean,
gliding down the street,
pavement rumbles wool sock static
as my motion falls in line
behind a lumbering logging truck.
Warm air lofting back
smells of fresh-cut timber,
my father’s effusive warmth,
when I wore small sneakers and
he would wear a leather cap.
Sawdust on his shoulders,
downy wooden petals
blooming from the flannel,
he would contra around
the living room with
“the red headed stranger
from Blue Rock, Montana”
winding through the air
in a fresh sweet timbre,
my feet never quite touching ground.
Swirl and float and glide until
I leave this logger’s draft.
Pavement turns to concrete panels
and the air comes cool and brisk.
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The Butterfly
William Gray
Devin gripped the jar tightly under his left arm as he tried
to keep balance with the 18” x 24” drawing pad under his right
arm. Inside the jar was a frantic monarch butterfly, made prisoner roughly an hour earlier for an art assignment. The teacher
had asked each student to bring in something unique to draw. A
butterfly seemed a perfectly standout choice to Devin at the time,
but now, witnessing its skittish antics in captivity, he began to
question the logic of his choice.
“Hang in there,” Devin whispered in the direction of the
jar. “Almost there.”
He stood in front of the art center doors, calculating the
best way to open one with his arms full. Eventually he wrapped
the little finger of his right hand around the door handle and
pulled it open a bit, achieving the space to slide his right elbow
in. He pushed the door fully open with his right foot and stepped
inside.
Devin looked at his watch. He had six minutes until art
class. His gaze shifted to the butterfly, still flapping against the
glass, paying no mind to the twigs and leaves Devin had provided.
He looked up and continued through the building.
Devin looked to his right, in the direction of the stairs,
then decided that a glass jar might not survive four flights. He
walked further down the hallway and arrived at the elevator, tapping the “UP” button with the corner of his drawing pad. After
a short wait, the doors opened, and Devin stepped inside.
As the elevator closed him in, he leaned his drawing
pad against the back of the elevator. He took the jar out from
the crook of his arm, then pressed “4.” He watched the digital
display above the buttons as the glowing “1” disappeared and
became a “2.” Devin held the jar up and tipped its lid towards
him, inspecting the air holes. They seemed fine; lack of oxygen
couldn’t be why the butterfly was so spastic.
Devin looked back up at the floor indicator and watched
as the “3” vanished. He was about to pay it no mind and grab his
drawing pad until he noticed that the display remained blank. A
few seconds passed, then Devin felt a small lurch as the elevator
stopped.
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The “4” still did not light up.
Devin waited. After a few seconds, he pressed the
“OPEN” button. The doors did nothing. Devin pressed it a few
more times, with no results.
“Come on,” he said.
Devin pressed “3,” deciding he could handle a single flight
of stairs. The display stayed dark, the elevator motionless. Devin
tried “2.” Nothing moved but the butterfly.
Devin put the jar on the floor, then tried each number
button a few times. He groaned to himself as he tried the “OPEN”
and “CLOSE” buttons repeatedly, to no avail.
Taking a step back, he observed the rest of the panel.
There were five key slots for firefighters, as well as two more
buttons: one with a picture of a bell, and one with a picture of
a phone. Next to the picture of the phone was a label that said
“WHEN LIGHT IS ON, CALL IS PLACED.”
Devin reached out a hand, then stopped. Which button?
The bell must be an alarm, which was no doubt loud. Still, who
did the phone call? Was it the janitor’s office? The fire department? Was a fire truck really necessary for a problem like this?
After a moment, Devin sat down in the elevator. He
looked at his watch; four minutes until class. This didn’t bother
him, as he had a valid excuse. He turned and grabbed the jar,
holding it up to his face and watching the butterfly. It still refused
to land, but it seemed a little more reserved in its flapping. Still,
it would be impossible to draw moving around so much.
Devin returned the jar to the floor and stood up. He
looked again at the bell and the phone, biting his lower lip.
“Phone,” he decided. The phone would give him a human
being who could tell him what to do. Confident in his choice, he
reached out and pressed the button next to the bell.
An intense electronic wailing sound blared from the panel.
Devin threw his hands over his ears, screaming a little.
“Shit!” he yelled. He looked at the panel and saw his
mistake; the alarm button was lit.
“Oh, God!” he shouted. The sound was intense, like a
fire engine at a higher pitch. Devin firmly plugged the tips of his
fingers into his ears. The muffled alarm was slightly more tolerable. He stared at the floor in thought. The butterfly became a
blur as it shot around the inside of the jar.
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Devin winced at the sound as he took his left finger out
of his ear and pressed the button next to the phone. It lit up and
he heard a faint ringing.
“Nine-one-one, is this a police, fire, or medical emergency?” asked a female voice.
“I’m trapped in the art center at Teller University!” Devin
shouted over the alarm.
“I’ve placed your call as coming from the elevator in the
art center at Teller University. Is this correct?” she asked. “Is
there a problem with the elevator?”
“Yes, it’s stuck!” Devin yelled, desperately wanting to
put his finger back in his ear.
“Is that the alarm I hear?”
Devin made a fist and wondered if pushing the button
again would hang up on her.“Yes!”
“Okay, where are you stuck? What floor?”
“Third floor!” he shouted. “Maybe between three and
four!”
“I’ve got firemen on their way, okay? Are you hurt in
any way?”
“No!”
“Sorry, again?”
“NO!”
“Is anybody else in the elevator with you?”
“No!”
“Is there anything else I need to know?”
“I don’t think so!”
“Okay, I want you to sit tight, we’ll have you out in a
bit. I’m going to hang up now.”
The button went dark.
“Hello?” Devin shouted. He didn’t hear anything other
than the alarm. He thrust his finger back into his ear and began
pacing the elevator. He stared at the walls, reciting song lyrics in
his head. They didn’t help him ignore the alarm, so he competed
with it, singing aloud.
“Sometimes I feel I’ve got to... get away! I’ve got to...
get away!”
Devin took a step back and kicked the jar over with his
heel. It rolled to the nearest wall. Devin turned around; he
swore he could hear the butterfly smacking into the glass over the
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alarm. After trying to tip the jar up with his feet, he uncovered
his ears and picked it up.
“I’m sorry!” he yelled at the jar. The butterfly pressed
against the side of the jar closest to Devin, flapping itself against
the glass. Devin looked at its bulbous glassy eyes, afraid one might
pop.
The alarm became too much for Devin, so he returned the
jar to the floor and wrapped his arms around his head, pressing his
sleeves against his ears in hopes that they would muffle the sound
better. He closed his eyes, trying to remember more lyrics. He
couldn’t even pick a song to recite, so he tried to watch a movie
scene in his head, one other than a disaster flick.
As his mind wandered through years of cinema, Devin
screamed as he felt something brush up against his arm. He opened
his eyes; the door was open, and a janitor was reaching out to
him.
“Come on, son!” he yelled. Devin blinked, then grabbed
the jar and the drawing pad. As he left the elevator, he saw a
crowd of people gathered, some of them clapping for the janitor.
Devin turned to him, shouting over the noise.
“Thank you!”
“No problem!” the janitor shouted back. “It happens
every once in a while. Just gotta trip the door with this.”
The janitor held out a severely mangled coat hanger.
“I called nine-one-one,” Devin said. “They’re probably
on their way.”
“Good!” the janitor said. “They can shut off this damn
racket!”
Devin smiled, thanked him again, and ran off toward his
class. The noise became more faint as he made it to the end of
the hallway, then entered his classroom. Students were already
drawing model cars, flowers, bottles, vases, and other items.
His teacher looked up from her desk.
“Hi, Devin,” she said. “I hope you weren’t the one stuck
in the elevator.”
“Yeah, that was me,” he said.
A few snickers came from the students.
“Well, we’re already drawing our subjects for today, so
you can start right in.”
Devin slapped his drawing pad on his desk, then put the
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jar on one corner. The butterfly was now still, resting against a
large twig with its wings apart. Devin took a closer look. It was
dead. He observed for a moment.
“Well, now I can draw it,” he said to himself.
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Look Closer
Meg Stout
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Buoyancy
Aaron Flye
As I stand on the small rocky beach, the cackling of a crow
plays in stark contrast to the breeze that murmurs across the water. Though everything is silent by a city-dweller’s notion of the
word – no engine noise, no people talking, no phones ringing,
no television droning – there is an orchestra of swishing branches
and a chorus of tiny waves lapping at the edge of the island. In
the ragged collection of blueberry bushes directly behind me, a
yellow finch lands among the green, pink, red and purple berries.
The water remains still enough to appear a polished looking-glass
in the distance, but the smoothness is betrayed closer to shore
where the miniscule disruptions gurgle and splash at my ankles. I
clench and relax my toes in order to deliver the full sensation of
the smooth sand to the tops of my feet. The sand rises and swirls in
tiny clouds that meander and dissipate like a drop of food coloring
in a glass of water. Acorns pat softly on the ground behind me – a
cavalcade of tiny missiles – as the red squirrel in the tree above
does his best to run me off the island. He doesn’t have much of
an arm, and the withered acorns don’t manage to go much farther
than straight down. I throw a menacing glance in the direction of
the assailant, arching an eyebrow in an attempt to communicate
that I am harmlessly miffed by the attack.
The island is remarkably small, a long, thin stretch of
earth that seems vulnerable in the middle of Maranacook Lake.
It looks as though someone has chiseled out a tiny piece of earth
from any part of the Maine forest, replete with pine trees, and
unceremoniously dumped it into the body of water contained
within the boundaries of my hometown of Readfield. This makes
me wonder how the squirrel managed to get out here. If the island
was dropped out of the sky, leaving a part of the mainland forest
empty, I could see how the squirrel would have been an unwilling
stowaway. It was doubtful that the island was a pedestrian Galapagos, a watered-down version of the real thing, with wildlife
evolving in a small vacuum and immune to surrounding forces.
An island so close to land couldn’t possibly stand so immutably
firm against changes from the outside world. No, the red squirrel
looked exactly like the ones that frequented the forests surround67

ing my parents’ house, and I doubted he was in possession of any
strange adaptive qualities. He could have waited until the ice
froze, I guess, and scampered and slipped and slid his way here,
becoming complacent and forgetting to head back before the ice
melted. But is there enough for him to eat here until the ice freezes
again? Maybe the story of his arrival is a short swim from the much
larger neighboring island that rests about thirty yards away, sitting
in a chain of islands from which the shore was never very far away.
Of course, I have no idea if squirrels know how to swim.
I catch myself staring fixedly at the small waves that creep
onto the beach. The water is dull and gray, matching the earlymorning sky. Though it’s late summer, the damp air on my skin
and the sun dulled by the clouds make it feel more like a muddy
Maine spring. I turn from the beach and walk back to the circular
patch of worn grass where my landing party made camp yesterday.
As I pass my brother Erik, still asleep on the ground, I find myself
contented that we share this place together. Being identical twins,
there was a period in our lives when we pulled away from each other
socially in an attempt to punctuate individuality. Sometimes Erik
looked too much like me for people to think of us separately, to
the point that when people were saying “you” in conversation with
me, what they meant was the plural of Erik and me. Eventually
my concern over being too much like Erik was replaced with being
happy to spend time with him. These days I think of my brother as
a slightly distorted reflection of myself, a look at what I could have
become. Perhaps, even, how the same set of genes would come
to fruition within the branching of a separate quantum reality.
The other members of our party, my friends Jake and Moya,
are still confined within the tents. The faded gray and blue domes
are set to the side of the central path that has been worn down
the center of the island. The ground they occupy has a sparse
covering of grass, not yet completely trampled as it sits enough to
the outside of intermittent foot-traffic to cling to life. I pause a
moment and try to hear inside the tents. The one on the right is
silent, but Jake’s guttural, erratic snores can be heard coming from
the left. Directly across from the mouth of the tents is a careful
encircling of stones I constructed to serve as a fire-pit. Or rather,
that I’ve reconstructed again and again, since there is always a
drunken rabbler to come before or after us who manages to throw
all the large stones I gather from the lake back to their home. The
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stones are replaced with shattered fragments of broken Miller Lite
bottles with labels faded from exposure to the sun and rain, and
waterlogged cigarette butts with grossly expanded filters.
I notice a small gap in the circle of stones. In order to repair
it, I step over my brother and retrieve an oblong brown rock from
the bank that slopes down to the water just at the outside of the
rim of the pit. My friends always ribbed me about my maternal
concern for the state of the pit and my zealous attention to the fires
built within it. While words like “pyro” were bandied about at my
expense, I saw the fire as an offering to my friends, my attempt
to create a more idyllic state in which camping would be less of an
adventure and more of a utopia. That, and my obsessive-compulsive tendencies prevented me from letting anyone else near the
fire. I’m glad everyone is sleeping soundly as I set the smoothed
rock into place.
We’ve been to this island - our island - several times,
and standing outside the tents I realize that the structure of the
mornings seems to repeat itself. I always wake early and roam the
limited expanse of the island while everyone else languishes in the
compounded fatigue that results from staying up too late, from
taking too many swims; and on this particular trip, from indulging
in one too many drinks.
Fidgeting with the wood pile and with no one to build a fire
for, I decide to make my way to the other side of the island. The
path is just wide enough for people to walk it single file, with various
roots and shrubbery defining its boundaries. There is another sort
of beach at the other end of this path - there is more grass than the
sand that actually descends into the water. We never swim at this
beach because there are so many jagged and serrated rocks in the
water that even wading out becomes an uncomfortable prospect.
Still, Rocky Beach redeems itself by allowing you to walk out
remarkably far before the water becomes too deep to stand, creating a shelf-like plateau that reaches far out into the lake from the
edge of the island. For me it was a chance to anthropomorphize,
since I saw it as another facet of an island that – in a fit of fancy
– I could imagine had blood flowing beneath the dry earth at the
surface. While the platform could easily be explained in terms of
geological forces, namely, the methodical shaping of a glacier,
it was a crass explanation that didn’t encapsulate the character
of the island. Instead, it seemed like the island was offering up
a bridge, something to give me further connection with the lake
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that encircled and cradled us.
On the way to Rocky Beach I passed the tree where my friends
and I had marked this island sanctuary as our own. It was a way
to protect the island against the intrusions of the outside world,
to cement our relationship in its very limbs. The word “Shangrila” was etched into the tree by Jake’s careful hand on one of our
first camping trips to the island years before. Perhaps taking a cue
from Hilton’s Lost Horizon wasn’t the most creative or novel approach, but I’d begun to feel that the island was a Shangri-la of
sorts. In Hilton’s novel, Shangri-la is an isolated paradise amidst
the Himalayan Mountains, cut off from the rest of the world. The
inhabitants of this paradise were wont of nothing, ageless within the
protective bubble of their hideaway. Even on those first camping
trips, the island became my escape from the outside world. It was
a way to protect myself against the advances of time, safe among
the timeless affection of my friends.
Years before, Erik, Jake and I had made a canoe trip around
Maranacook Lake for the first time. Because he was the most powerful, Jake steered the canoe from the stern. Erik was up at the
bow, while I sat on the floor of the canoe just behind the thwart – a
horizontal crossbeam behind Jake’s seat – with my arms resting on
the gunwale. Jake, a slight megalomaniac, began claiming every
island on the lake in his name whether it was inhabited or not. For
someone who had mentioned that he’d like to be the next Angel of
Death, there was nothing particularly striking about Jake’s sudden
spark to colonialism. Toss in our junior year of high school, which
Jake had spent reading too much Tolkien and developing his own
language, “Jeik,” and there was very little he could do anymore
to unnerve his friends.
The island we ended up habitually camping on was the only
one I managed to claim as Jake pointed systematically from island
to island and mapped out a new version of Maranacook Lake with
each new “discovery.” With his large frame, thick red-tinted
beard, and long, flowing, dirty-blonde hair, Jake seemed the very
picture of a Viking conquest as he stood in the canoe, chest puffed
out, arms akimbo, with one foot raised to the gunwale.
Perhaps it was because I had only one island that I took so
much time in naming it. Jake, of course, had already come up
with some fairly creative names for the islands that made up his
new empire. One island in the chain had two tall trees, distinctly
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taller than the rest, which sagged to a forty-five degree angle under
the weight of their limbs, each in a direction towards the other.
Approached from the side of the island parallel to Shangri-la, the
trees crisscrossed into a giant “X,” earning the land base beneath
them the name “Treasure Island” – which on the original maps
(sketches on notebook paper) was titled in Jeik.
On the preceding island was the “brothel,” as Jake put it,
where Moya was“allowed”to ply her trade within Jake’s new system
of government. This distribution of labor, with little apology, had
become a favorite joke among us, and I never tired of asking Moya
about the debauchery performed on her heathen slice of land. In
reality the brothel was nothing more than a thick peninsula of
land jutting out from the side of the larger island, the grass worn
from the traffic of the people who summered there. The peninsula sloped steeply on each side, with large rocks encompassing
the base. There was a square, rusted grill to one side, set atop a
stone fire-pit – obviously used to cater to the more mainstream
appetites of Moya’s customers. The allotment of the brothel had
very little to do with Moya as a person. Since the time I had met
her my first year of high school, I had never really thought of her
as being particularly promiscuous. No, Moya’s new place of work
wasn’t intended to deface her personally, but was indicative of
the place women were to serve in a society structured by Jake. He
was by no means a misogynist, but had playful, romantic visions
of what masculinity was – visions that led to Jake ordering small
metal rings from which to meticulously construct chainmail using
only pliers and to finding and placing an order with what had to
be the only kilt manufacturer in the United States.
The first time I remember seeing Moya was as a seventhgrader in the history class we had together. Out of all the girls our
age, puberty seemed most kind to Moya. Aside from being a solid
three inches taller than me, she looked older about the face and
already her baby fat was parting ways at her waist to form breasts
and hips. I didn’t blame her for not noticing me. It was only
natural that the taller eighth and ninth-grade boys would be more
noticeable, since they were at her eye level if not above. A voice
like mine was still an octave or two above theirs, and certainly
nothing distinctive enough to make Moya look down.
The first time I met Moya was as a ninth-grader in the art
class we had together. I felt like the same kid people assuaged
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with fat euphemisms like “husky” or “stocky.” But when my friend
Michelle brought her over to meet me, Moya, as far as she knew,
was catching sight of me for the first time. Hormones had helped
me out a bit, making me about five inches taller, deepening my
voice, and adding definition to my face and frame without any more
physical activity than I had undertaken in the two years prior.
Despite Jake’s enormous empire, it was Shangri-la that had
become the center of it – the gleaming Switzerland in a sea of
lackluster Europe. Like Switzerland, I was neutral in the political framework Jake had begun to create in his new world order.
Though the politics of the world would change around us, I
imagined fending off the outside world indefinitely, preserving the
island and my friends against the procession of time.
I step gingerly among the many sharp pebbles along Rocky
Beach. The bank that once sloped smoothly down to the water
has eroded considerably, exposing roots deep beneath the soil to
an outside world they must find completely alien. The border of
the island now looks like an archaeological cross-section, revealing stories in the timeline of the island a more trained eye would
be able to read. In the distance I can see the rusted train trestle,
which crosses the lake at a point where the opposing shorelines
are almost brought into contact with one another.
Children, small peach-colored forms, dot the top of the
trestle. Depending on gender, the various small patches of blue,
red, pink, and green that make up their bathing suits vary in
size. Where I see a shock of bright pastel yellow or pink with the
fleshy peach escaping its borders, I assume I’m looking at a girl.
Where there is a large mass of fleshy peach with its lower half
almost completely covered in a deep gold or navy blue, I assume
I’m looking at a boy. But gender coding the colors has little to
do with it. I’m taking it for granted that there aren’t a lot of girls
going about topless on the lake any more then there are young
boys going about in the type of full-body bathing suits men wear
in old movies. The children are too far away to make any further
deductions about their appearances. Though I strain my eyes, I
can’t determine what their faces look like or whether the prospect
of jumping off the trestle has inspired fear, excitement, or both
to alight on their faces.
I turn to look over my shoulder, trying to make out movement
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on the other side of the island. The black heap on the ground that
outlines my brother’s form is still motionless. I turn my focus to
the tents, but they’re too far away to hear anyone moving within,
no matter how still I am or which way I cock my head. Still, I can
imagine Jake and Moya within the tents, somehow still asleep.
Jake was down for the count as soon as he made his way into the
tent closest to the fire-pit – not bothering to climb into his sleeping bag, locate his pillow, or zip the door flap closed. The ground
underneath the tents is a minefield of thick roots and iceberg-like
rocks, and, in his drunken stupor, Jake is sure to have at least a
few digging mercilessly into his massive frame.
Moya and I entered the other tent at about the same time.
I don’t recall the exact hour, but it wasn’t as far past midnight as
we usually make it. I’m pretty sure the alcohol pilfered something
of our standard endurance. Despite the sloping of the ground and
awkward placement of roots, Moya still managed to begin drifting
off immediately. I was left alone, wide awake and wondering, fatigue and alcohol blending themselves into a hazy complacence.
I noticed a small tear in the ceiling of the tent that had
never caught my eye before, and it reminded me that the zipper
was broken on the other tent. It was only natural that the tents
should deteriorate over time, and I wondered how much longer
the tents would last. I glanced over at Moya and noticed that her
breathing had become rhythmic. She was long gone.
The chattering of the red squirrel snaps me to attention. It
seems that he has tracked me to the other side of the island, unwilling to let me begin thinking I’m welcome. He’s farther away
from me now than in his initial attack, but I’m fairly certain he’s
the only land-bound stowaway on this island that isn’t human. I
can hear conversation from the campsite, and I slowly make my
way from Rocky Beach to the path. Passing underneath the red
squirrel causes a second bombardment of acorns to begin. As I
look up at him, I wonder if he’s the same squirrel that’s been with
us on previous camping trips, but the thought dissipates into the
breeze along with the sounds of my friends’ voices, which call me
back to the center of the island.
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Saint Monica1
Jacques Rancourt
		
		

for my mother

Like Zaccheus2, I was left in a tree,
curled on the wedge of a branch
as smooth and gray as whale’s skin,
nearly hidden behind a spread fan
of emerald plumage. You raised me
there that I might see Jesus,
but it was the farthest away I could get.
On the Israeli horizon, shimmering
like the Mediterranean floor and rustic gold—
a dirt-beaten denarii, flattened and dull—
I saw Him surrounded by a fish bowl of men.
They drifted underneath—a dried-up leaf
brushing across the cracked ceramic desert—
and He looked up at me.
After He passed by, I was an earthquake,
because, despite your bruised knees,
Mother, if God didn’t save Sodom,
then why would he save me?

1. Mother of Saint Augustine. Augustine lived in debauchery for many years and,
according to Augustine’s Confessions, was saved from such a lifestyle through Monica’s
persistence through prayer.
2. Zaccheus was a biblical tax collector of short stature who climbed a sycamore
tree to get a glimpse of Jesus (Luke 19).
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The Tarnished Motel
Robbie Kanner
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El Museo de las Momias
Danielle LeBlanc
In Guanajuato, they say there is something in the water that
preserves the corpses of the Spanish settlers like pickled cactus.
The cemeteries stacked their graves like stone filing cabinets.
When they began to overflow, a burial tariff was written to law
and those who failed to pay saw their ancestors, one hundred and
nineteen adults and infants, strangely intact, exhumed, backlit
and encased in glass to turn tourists’ stomachs.
All the momia mouths have fallen open with gravity, or
protest. Some still have teeth, some concaves like empty corncobs. Dried black spills, once blood, have leaked from crisp paper
lungs. Deflated scrotums dehydrate below cavernous stomachs.
Labia majoras and minoras fold inside themselves, rat-grey hair
cresting sunken pelvises. Around the ankles and calves, pinholes
stretch like windows through the dusty epidermis.
Your warm hand doubles around mine as we whisper past
body after body, some with clothes more decayed than the skin on
their cheeks, some wearing only socks, several stacked upright,
their pants sliding off their hips, exposing the curator’s push pins.
You point to a child’s fingers, which were interlaced post-mortem
but now crack open like an oyster, and you say, Don’t you feel it?
Don’t you feel dead already?
Outside the museum, a vender sits selling pillow candies in
the shape of femurs, and key chains of the world’s smallest momia: a premature caesarean skeleton, cross-legged in meditation,
mouth yawning in a silent shout. Another sells postcards depicting
a woman buried alive, arms frozen above her face, pushing at the
closed coffin, one knee bent in a squirm. The caption reads: Su
familia cometió una equivocación; Fue un accidente.1

1. “The family made a mistake; It was an accident.”
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Corn, Teeth, and the Blood Bank
Linsey Albrecht
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From Margin to Center:
The Story of Two Siblings
Chelsea Goulart
I. Conception
January, 1988
A happy family is but
an earlier heaven. – George Bernard Shaw
The king-size bed of satin sheets
entangles my parents,
who wish for a baby boy
in whispered touches,
so not to wake their two
girls tucked away in
snug bunk beds.
II. Deliverance
September, 1988
There is space within sibling relationships
for likeness and difference, for the subtle
differences that challenge and delight;
there is space for disappointment
and surprise. – Christine Downing
The nurse cuts an adult hospital
robe for me to coo at the bracelets
of baby bulge and tiny toes of my new
brother. “Be very gentle,” my mother
warns after thirteen hours of labor
for her eleven-pound baby boy, finally
a baby boy. I nod, my pigtails
bouncing with my acknowledgement. A
swaddled prize—I can barely see his pink
baby lips or his green baby eyes; the yellow
blanket shields him from the world
outside the swollen cavern of pregnancy
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as it sheltered his two older sisters
before him wrinkled with new
life. He feels heavy in my arms. “I
will always protect you,”
I hush. “You are my little brother.”
III. Baby Boy
1989-1993
Families with babies
and families without
are so sorry for each other. – Ed Howe
I am the first to make your naked
gums curve when I pull on my cheeks
and scrunch my nose, singing about little
stars and itsy bitsy spiders during bath
time. I won’t let your older sister
wash in between your toes; she likes
to jam the soap and follow the bubbles
floating away. You stole her place
in the family, the prize baby
who sleeps through reckless
nights, feeds whenever fed, and never
cries as long as you’re in my arms. You
are the only satiated member
of our full family; curled ribbons of fat
wrap on your wrists, ankles, and legs
that wobble when I teach you to walk
on our dahlia rug in the living
room where Mom scrubs vomit memories
of the night before while we watch
with our thumbs popped in our mouths.
IV. The Wonder Years
1994-1998
Children need love, especially
when they do not deserve it. – Harold Hulbert
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Dad sends us to play
on the wooden playground
he built for you because
boys need playgrounds
and girls need books. I
bundle you: sweatshirt, fleece,
jacket, mittens, hat, hood,
boots. “We are going to play
outside. What do you want
to do?” You point
to the woods. “Hide and
seek?” You nod. I hold
your hand and we leave the warmth
of the kitchen. I count as you scurry
into our tree fort; you always hide
in the same place. I press my face
to the window and watch my father
hold my mother’s hands across the kitchen
table he built for us. Her head is tucked
into her chest, and he won’t speak
until she looks into his blue eyes. Cupping
my ear to the glass pane, I hear a low
voice: “You are the mother of these
three children. Drain the alcohol,
or I have to take them.” I run into
the woods and find you with your eyes
closed. “Can you see me?” you
whisper. I pull you close to me
and say, “You’re only safe when
you’re invisible.”
VI. Deliverance
February, 2005
Your birth is a mistake
you’ll spend your whole
life trying to correct. – Chuck Palahniuk
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You, 18, a legal
adult, escape the suffocation
of parental disgust with
needles dug deep into
your calf to display
a heritage of waving red
and green. Ink stains drip
on our childhood as you pull
your pant leg up and ask, “You
like?”
“It’s ironic,” I say, and
you don’t understand—Mom bears
a mark of her belief on the crest
of her bosom, reminding her who
not to become. You and she share
the stress of addictive suppression. Scars
of the past, hers emotional, yours
physical and plastic after being thrown
from the windshield of your, Correction,
my blue Jeep that rests on the ocean’s
sandy bottom of Heights Beach where Mom
taught us to swim and float.
Touching the scars shaped like smooth
worms on your cheek, shame brings tears
you cannot feel after one night of strong
vodka, one night of police sirens.
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Tales of a Memorial
Robbie Kanner
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from Burnt
Kyle Baker
III. Octopus
Fire spreads like wind,
rolling sharp, smoke-clad tentacles
over blackening, bubbling walls and ceilings,
changing colors as it writhes along, hunting.
The boys took a bus trip to an aquarium once
so Jacob could see an octopus and decide for himself
why it needed eight arms.
Willie warned him not to get too close,
fearing the creature would wrap around his head,
and suck out all of the
air from his lungs.
If it weren’t for the glass… Willie thinks.
Jacob can tell his brother is thinking about tentacles.
“Octopusses are slimy, and they smell like toilet water,”
		
Jacob jokes, giggling.
But Willie isn’t in a laughing mood.
IV. Night Vision
Looking toward the road for red lights,
Willie hears the sound of sirens.
Jacob isn’t listening.
Instead, he’s looking for the one-eyed stray, calling out
“Meow!” and waiting
for an answer.
Cats can see at night, Willie thinks.
But they can’t talk.
A traveling man with a box full of kittens
tried to sell one to Mom when Jacob was a baby.
But Willie didn’t want it: He threw himself down
and cried,
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pounding his little fists on the sidewalk until
the man walked away.
“I wish I was a kitty,” Jacob said.
Willie knew why.
Cats can’t talk, but they
can see at night.
Jacob doesn’t like the dark.
He always leaves the lights on.
VII. Silly
Mom told Jacob once it was silly to believe that
monsters were real.
He didn’t need to leave the lights on.
But she was wrong.
VIII. Whiskey
Willie remembers a man with no teeth
whose house burned down.
He lived near a dumpster in a
street-sign shack,
and his breath smelled like the Tennessee whiskey
he drank
from a rusty aluminum flask.
It’s all fun ‘n games until someone loses a soul!
he’d belch.
People called the man insane
and threw rocks at him when he wasn’t looking.
Willie always thought he was
		
absolutely correct.
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I Would Agree
William Gray
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Portland
Katie Baum
I’m not going to tell you about the boats in Casco Bay. I
won’t tell you about the fishermen pulling massive, glittery tuna
onto their boats, or the huge nets of herring, or the men with
thick, tan arms reaching for their buoys to pull up lobster traps.
I’m not going to tell you about the bed and breakfasts scattered
around Falmouth and Freeport, in the communities that board up
in the wintertime because the tourists are gone. I won’t tell you
about the best places to shop for plaid shirts and work boots, or
secret fly fishing spots, or that The Muddy Rudder has incredible
fried haddock and a tuxedo-wearing pianist who plays requests.
I will tell you about the Sudanese families who live on
Munjoy Hill, whose white teeth glow against their rich, dark skin,
whose children bask in the playground next to Deering Oaks Park.
They swing facing the ocean, pumping their legs and trying to fly
right over 295 and into the cold Atlantic. I’ll tell you about their
mothers who wear their brown and red and gold patterned dresses
to Mass at the cathedral on Congress Street, and the slender
Vietnamese women wearing traditional pastel aodai, silk gowns,
carrying white bouquets down the aisle after Communion when
they recreate their country’s Easter celebration. I’ll tell you about
Sudeep, the blind boy from India who Kate Stauble insisted her
parents adopt after she returned from her three-month stay at an
orphanage in Calcutta.
I will tell you that Kris Horton inherited her father’s fish
and cheese shop inside the Portland Public Market, and her food
stand looks tiny and glowing below the high, cherry-colored
ceiling. She wears her long, red hair in a braid trailing down her
back and can accurately describe each of the two hundred varieties
of cheese that sit in wheels and blocks, in folded and unfolded
Saran Wrap. I’ll tell you about the overflowing flower display
by the main door, making you feel like you’re entering a jungle.
Velvety roses, banana-colored daffodils, giddy daisies, lavender
and lilacs, gigantic sunflowers, tulips that are round like eggs,
and delicate liatris.
I’ll tell you that the Hannaford Grocery store on Forest
Avenue will deliver food to the residents of Peaks Island, as long
as they check out before 4 PM. I’ll tell you that the kids on the
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island have to catch the rickety ferry and then the bus before school
in the morning. The island is full of rusty, unregistered cars that
nobody minds, like the old orange VW Beetle that sits under the
trees on the side furthest from the ferry, collecting pollen and pine
needles in the summer and thick snow in the winter. I’ll tell you
about the men who have lived on Peaks since they were boys, who
play croquet and talk about hitchhiking across the country only to
return because their roots were in Maine.
I’ll tell you that the Ferry Beach is best in January, when
the spring tide pulls the water the farthest of the year, and the
smooth, wet sand stretches out a mile longer than it’s supposed
to. The beach houses stand empty with no vacationers; after dark
there are no illuminated windows to focus on during the walk back
to the tall brown outhouses next to the parking lot. In the winter, Old Orchard Beach is like Chernobyl: the rides sit frozen and
uncovered, as if they had rusted into place after the Labor Day
evacuation, the metal arms of the Scrambler hang ghostly under
the hazy-cloud sky.
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The Editors

Editor | Mary Ellms spends more
time in Alice James Books and the theater
than she does in her own room. When
she’s not working on her novel or singing
Broadway showtunes, she’s staring at her
Audrey Hepburn screensaver. She hopes
to make lots of money off her novel and
use the money to buy a cello and a Harley.
She’ll also give some of the money to the
Sandy to buy a new computer.

Assistant Editor | Andrea Bechen
aspires to be a dirty hippie. She is a senior
Creative Writing major and the head of
a secret underground organization that
simultaneously fights voter apathy and
pretentious poetry at once. She likes rain,
speaking Spanish like a Mexican four-yearold, and running through fields naked in
the summer.
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Contributors’ Notes
Linsey Albrecht has spent 70%
of her life in Maine, 60% of her life in
Spain, and 10% in Minnesota, and
looks forward to getting out and seeing
the world. Linsey hopes to someday
swim with giant ocean sunfish (but since
she isn’t a good swimmer, she hopes to
someday drown with giant ocean sunfish). She likes to think about reality
and wonders if you people actually do
exist.

Kyle Baker hails from a little
town called Milton, New Hampshire.
He is a senior at UMF, majoring in
Creative Writing. Kyle enjoys bright
lights, big red trucks, and driving fast.
When he’s not bustling about the UMF
campus, he can often be found at the
Farmington Fire Station. He hopes to
someday be renowned for his remarkable
ability to compose verse and extinguish
flames...at the same time.

Katie Baum is high energy and
her alter-ego, Animal from The Muppet Show, is teaching her how to play
drums. She has a certain affection for
Meryl Streep films and work-related
short stories. She kills plants. She
cried the night that Rob and Amber
got eliminated from The Amazing Race
All-Stars. She wants to have a golden
retriever named Salsa. She would like to
dedicate her work in this Sandy to Jeffrey
Thomson, her inspiration.
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Timothy Berry can be found in a
river somewhere looking for old bottles
or spinning around on a patch of ice in
a field or rubbing the socks off his feet
under the covers before he falls asleep or
eating tomato sandwiches or saying hello
to people walking with their dogs.

Joshua Boucher is a senior BFA
major and already has a degree in English
from UMF. Joshua was born in Fort Kent
and has lived in Maine all his life. His
“bio” is this short and generic because he
forgot about it until the day it needed to
be submitted. Whoops.

Hellen Bourque is a second-year
Creative Writing major who comes from
Whitefield (Maine, not New Hampshire), a small town with as many cows
as humans. She enjoys hot summer days,
apples, and a pile of books to sift through,
preferably all at the same time. Her secret
ambition is to tame a gray squirrel and
name him Mungo.
Caleb Collins is a senior majoring
in Middle/Secondary English Education and also holds a minor in French.
During his time at Farmington, Caleb
participated in both a semester abroad in
Le Mans, France, as well as the Semester at Sea program through the Institute
for Shipboard Education. Caleb enjoys
reading, rock climbing, and listening to
diverse sorts of music.
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Maxwell DeMilner was raised in the
blazing deserts of Arizona where he discovered the secret to changing the world. He’s
been known to study in monasteries, dress
like Zorro, and occasionally ride a unicycle
hundreds of miles. In his spare time, he
runs a corporation that brainwashes frightened children. He will marry the first girl
who can beat him at ping-pong.
Andrew Finn is a first-year Business
Economics/International Studies/Creative
Writing/Psychology major. (Okay, he’s
indecisive.) He grew up in Lewiston,
Maine, and is now an esteemed member of
the Farmington Fashion Patrol. In his spare
time, Andrew enjoys serenading himself
and others on the piano, traveling, and
silently picking out other people’s grammatical errors.
Aaron Flye, a Creative Writing
major reared in Readfield, Maine, has
been experimenting with the effect of beard
length on writing quality. The most fruitful
facial hair combination seems to be a beard
longer about the muzzle and shorter along
the sides of the face. Aaron also wants to
be like William Faulkner, because when
the Southern scribe went on month-long
benders “people noticed.”
Chelsea Goulart is from the sandy
beaches of Cape Cod, Massachusetts. She
enjoys warm weather, flip flops, and the
rhythms of the ocean’s tide. In addition
to writing, Chelsea loves to dance under
the stars in her bare feet and read Marian
Keyes novels while in a bubble bath. She is
a senior graduating with a Bachelors of Fine
Arts and will pursue this through (hopefully) writing about the latest fashions for
a glossy women’s magazine.
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William Gray is a sentient AI program that cycles through permutations of
letters, pixels, and .wav files. Its purpose
is unknown.

Erika Hoddinott is a Scorpio/Libra
cusp. She has an unapologetic intellectual
and physical attraction to Thomas Jefferson. She believes that Sid and Nancy are
the most beautiful and tragic symbols of
love of our time. Hopefully, she lives in
the woods with her dog.

Bernadette James is a senior Creative Writing major who grew up making
mud pies and snow forts in the city of
Colebrook, New Hampshire. She loves
shoes, sunglasses, and AC/DC. She could
beat you in Beirut. She could beat you in
Scrabble, too.

Robbie Kanner grew up in the
fascinating village of Fairfield, Maine. He
came to UMF after the past two colleges
he attended did not live up to his expectations. He’s currently studying towards a
career in something that will pay the bills.
Robbie hopes to do something meaningful
with his life.
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Danielle LeBlanc recently befriended
a whale shark named Ralph in the peachless
city of Atlanta, Georgia, where she developed an infatuation with the spoonerised
sounds of already delicious words (spocelot
ot: ocelot spot, eigure fate; figure eight).
Currently she is napping in the sloping swirls
of treble clefs (cleble trefs), and dreaming
of a cute Mexican boy.

Mollie Lyne grew up in Massachusetts and came to Maine in hopes of seeing
more trees and fewer cars. She is a secondyear Early Childhood major and engages
in coloring when she has free time. She
enjoys watching Passions, spooning with
Jacques, and thinking about Lance Bass.
She wishes more people understood interpretative dance.

Elizabeth Montville sightings are
rare, but poignant. Contemplative and
eccentric, she enjoys singing Disney songs
while she does the dishes, the elegant
mixture of peanut butter and Diet Dr.
Pepper, and the texture of paper ingrained
with ballpoint pen under her fingertips. She
hopes to one day own a glass-bottomed boat
(or plane), and to write for herself alone.
She comes from a small town afflicted by a
generational disorder called “the ocean,”
in which one’s blood slowly becomes part
ether, part brine.
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Jacques Rancourt was raised by
nuns in Canada, and when they discovered
he could not be taught French, they tossed
him over the American border. Jacques is
a second-year Creative Writing major and
has a crustacean phobia. He spends most of
his time super-imposing his professors onto
celebrity likenesses and enlightening those
who will listen on the differences between
turtles and tortoises.

Meg Stout is a senior Creative Writing major who delights in warm cups of tea,
running jokes, and plucking her eyebrows.
Born and raised in southern New Hampshire, she is now happy to call Farmington,
Maine, and Beijing, China, her second
homes. Her alter-ego is “Big Peg,” and the
name says it all.

Cyndi Woodworth is a senior Creative Writing major at UMF. She lives
for ocean waves but has a strong affinity
for the wide, wild West. She loves eating oranges while listening to classic rock,
enjoys feeling young, and wants to win
Jeopardy! one day.
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